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08XXX COMPUTER PRODUCTS From Peripheral Technology

68000 System Boards with 4 Serial/2 Parallel Ports, FDC, and RTC.
PT68K4-16 with 1MB $299.00
PT68K2-10 w/ 1MB (Used) $149.00
REX Operating System Included

OS9 V2.4 Operating System $299.00
With C, Editor, Assembler/Linker
SCULPTOR V1.14:6 for Business Softwate Development - requires any version of OS9/68K. $79.00

Other 08XXX products available!
1480 Terrell Mill Rd. #870
Marietta, GA 30067
404/973-2156

---

Cross-Assemblers as low as $50.00
Simulators as low as $100.00
Cross-Disassemblers as low as $100.00
Developer Packages as low as $200.00 (a $50.00 Savings)

A New Project
Our line of macro Cross-Assemblers are easy to use and full featured, including conditional assembly and unlimited include files.

Get It To Market—FAST
Don't wait until the hardware is finished to debug your software. Our Simulators can test your program logic before the hardware is built.

No Source!
A minor glitch has shown up in the firmware, and you can't find the original source program. Our line of disassemblers can help you re-create the original assembly language source.

Set To Go
Buy our developer package and the next time your boss says "Get to work," you'll be ready for anything.

Quality Solutions
PseudoCorp has been providing quality solutions for microcomputer problems since 1985.

BROAD RANGE OF SUPPORT
- Intel 8048, 8088, 8086
- Intel 80186, 80286, 80386
- Intel 80486, 80586
- Motorola 6800, 6809, 6811
- Motorola 68020, 68030, 68040, 68050, 68060, 68070, 68080, 68090
- Zilog Z80, Z180, Z1800, Z1802, Z1803, Z1804, Z1805, Z1806, Z1807, Z1808, Z1809
- MOS Technology 6502, 6512, 6522, 6524, 6526, 6532, 6536, 6552, 6556
- All products require an IBM PC or compatible.

So What Are You Waiting For? Call us:
PseudoCorp
Professional Development Products Group
716 Thimble Shoals Blvd., Suite E
Newport News, VA 23606
(804) 873-1947 FAX: (804)873-2154

---

SAGE MICROSYSTEM EAST

Selling and Supporting the Best in 8-Bit Software

Z3PLUS or NZCOM (now only $20 each)
ZSDOS/ZZDOS date stamping BDOS ($30)
ZCPR34 source code ($15)
BackGrounder-ii ($20)
ZMATE text editor ($20)
BDS C for Z-system (only $30)
DSD: Dynamic Screen Debugger ($50)
4DOS "zsystem" for MSDOS ($65)
ZMAC macro-assembler ($45 with printed manual)

Kaypro DSDD and MSDOS 360K FORMATS ONLY
Order by phone, mail, or modem and use Check, VISA, or MasterCard. Please include $3.00 Shipping and Handling for each order.

Sage Microsystems East
1435 Centre Street
Newton Centre MA 02159-2469
(617) 965-3552 (voice 7PM to 11PM)
(617) 965-7259 BBS

---

FORTH

Journey with us to discover the shortest path between programming problems and efficient solutions.

The Forth programming language is a model of simplicity: In about 16K, it can offer a complete development system in terms of compiler, editor, and assembler, as well as an interpretive mode to enhance debugging, profiling, and tracing.

As an "open" language, Forth lets you build non-control-flow structures, and other compiler-oriented extensions that closed languages do not.

Forth Dimensions is the magazine to help you along this journey. It is one of the benefits you receive as a member of the non-profit Forth Interest Group (FIG). Local chapters, the GEnie™Forth RoundTable, and annual FORML conferences are also supported by FIG. To receive a mail-order catalog of Forth literature and disks, call 510-89-FORTH or write to: Forth Interest Group, P.O. Box 2154, Oakland, CA 94621.
Membership dues begin at $40 for the U.S.A. and Canada. Student rates begin at $18 (with valid student I.D.).

GEnie is a trademark of General Electric.
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Welcome to issue number 67, our special on Forth. Well actually not a special just a couple of big articles.

We start out as usual with a much larger Reader to Reader section, which means it is not usual since it is larger. However the TCJ mail bag is still very large and as such I expect to have as many or more letters in the issues to come.

Of special note are two mini-articles in Reader to Reader. Charles Shattuck treats us to why he likes polyFORTH. The review covers a product with over 20 years of development! So if you want to know about a truly mature and excellent Forth read on. For those unable to make the Trenton Computerfest, Ron Mitchell gives us a quick review of some of this years activities.

Our man in Europe is back and Helmut Jungkunz gives you the software side of Amstrad's history. I didn't mysefl know of Helmuts skill or past experiences till now, but it sure seems he was well mixed up in giving users more power in using the Amstrad system.

Dr. S-100 was also at the Trenton Computerfest, but unlike Ron, Herb mainly bought and sold. He did get some Z-Fest discussions and pizza consumed, so all was not purely business. Herb also answers letters and ask for your input on the IDE S-100 project.

Ronald Anderson is next up in the pages and gives us some of his experiences, both of past and present. For those not aware of the 6800 or 6809 CPU internals, he gives us an insight in his beginners page.

Paging on as we must, produces the centerfold, which supports Ronald's work, by documenting the SS-50 Bus. I provide the pin out and jumpers from the Gimix SS-50 bus system. As you will see, the bus is based on the 6800 family and is much simpler than the S-100 bus design. The SS-30 was also a great way to save money in the early days when board design and construction was so expensive.

For you Forth people and actually anyone wanting to know about interrupts on a Z80, Walter Rottenkolber shows us how to do serial interfacing on a Kaypro II, all in Forth. I have found over the years that many programmers and hacker don't fully understand interrupts or how to handle them. Walter takes a very good stab at helping anyone get a better understanding of what goes on and how to deal with it. So if your serious about understanding what you are doing read on.

We take a break from heavy hitting with Rick Rodman's Real Computing. Rick gives us the good news that his TinyTCP is done and working. Good going Rick. The code which is on the BBS' is ready and waiting for experimentation. Rick also updates us on the death of a bus and some Windows programming tips.

For those wondering about Brad Rodriguez's moving Forth series, the code is in. Brad has the first listing of his Z80 Forth primitives. Now this is part 5 of the series and if you haven't been following his work this will seem a bit over much. Brad's other four articles however have slowly explained the how and why of building your own Forth. He now brings together all those concepts and design decisions you got to consider into one listing. My compliments and congratulations go out to Brad for this massive project.

From the massive we jump back to the Little Circuits as Dave Baldwin discusses design problems your hardware layout should avoid. Dave's "Little Circuits" cover one of those little points that many would be designers get in trouble over, wire capacitance and inductance. Dave reminds you that PC board traces are wires too.

Truly last as usual is my own short column this time. I add a few more comments on using PLC's and provide a short Forth snippet of possible PLC words. Now if one of you readers has actually done a complete PLC system in Forth, please let me know and we will see about an article on it.

I think I am catching up on back orders and mail, but alas I have found a few misplaced item's the other day. Please give me a call if you feel something has fallen through the cracks. My office hours are normally Mondays 9 to 11 AM ONLY. I almost had to go out of town on business but instead just changed my days off around so I could put more effort in fixing problems over the phone instead of in person. So when I say normally in my office on Mondays, I mean normally baring unplanned interruptions.

It has been some time since we had inquiries about 68306's and explained how you could buy them. I have yet however to receive any articles on using them. So please, if you have started or completed work on that chip, let us all know. Your letters or mini articles are always welcome by those about to wonder down that rocky design path to knowledge.

With that I give you issue number 67 for your reading enjoyment.

Bill Kibler.
Dear Editor,

I am trying to get more specific information about The Computer Journal. I would like to receive a copy of it to be able to write a review about it in our newsletter ZX Live Alive which is dedicated to he Timex Sinclair computers. And also those that are using other computers to emulate the T/S computers.

I do not know the cost, the frequency of publication or the number of pages of the magazine. Please inform me of the data.

Something that you might want to publish is that the Timex Sinclair Users go to the Dayton (Ohio) Computerfest the last weekend of August and have several tables in the flea market area devoted to T/S computers only. We started that in 1991 and it is now an annual thing. The majority of the T/Sers stay at the Red Roof Inn North which is about 9 miles from the Hara Arena which is the location of the Computerfest. I like to arrive about mid afternoon on Friday and greet (at Red Roof) the other T/Sers as they check in. For me it is getting more and more like a reunion than anything else. Meet and thrash out problems, greet old friends, swap equipment, find things, and just socialize in general.

I am looking for book on CP/M hopefully a tutorial or manual. I have a disk interface (AERCO FD-68) for a Timex/Sinclair 2068 that has its own DOS plus a DOS called RP/M that is supposedly compatible with CP/M but the AERCO manual does not have much information but refers you to the CP/M manual. It is not a must have situation but I would like to find a manual to satisfy curiosity.

I went to the meeting of ISTUG (Indiana Sinclair Timex Users Group) April 30th for which is a 150 mile one way drive for me. So you see I am a dedicated T/Ser. I also have 3 different disk interfaces for the T/S 2068 computer none of which are compatible. One of the disk interfaces is still being manufactured so it is not a dead machine yet.

TIMEX/SINCLAIR STILL LIVES.

Sincerely yours, Donald S. Lambert, Auburn, IN.

Well Donald I hope you get my mailing in time for the computerfest. I will ad some flyers for TCJ, plus a few samples, like #65, our Sinclair 280 special. My work will keep me from going to Dayton, but hopefully people like you will drop me some letters I can print to let our readers know what they missed.

RP/M is actually functionally equal to CP/M 2.2 and any CP/M manual or book will work ($15 for an official CP/ M 2.2 manual set from Lambda Publishing - see inside back cover). RP/M was sold and written by Jack Dennon, of microMethods, PO Box 909, Warrenton, OR 97146 (503) 861-1765. Jack disassembled CP/M 1.4 for his Hayden book "CP/M Revealed" only to have to redo it again as version 2.2 came out while his book was being readied for printing. After that he decided to take what he learned and wrote RP/M from scratch. Jack says his version is a little like ZCPR with some of the extra features. The main difference is, RP/M will work on 8080 CPU's.

Several OEM's bought RP/M for use with their systems, AERCO being one.

Jack says most of the small OEM's really didn't pay but two other OEM's did make it worth his time, somewhat. The older version of RP/M's manual, of which I lost mine in the last move, provided a complete listing of RP/M. Thus RP/M gave you a look at how the insides of a CP/M compatible operating system might be done. He has a newer version that runs on top of a S280 emulator on the PC. He is not actively selling any RP/M versions, but if pressured to sell he collects $129 for it with printed manuals, slightly less if all on disk. Jack is sending me a sample to review, so I can keep my readers up to date.

Since RP/M could be supplied with source on disk, and your 2068 disk controller builder's might have changed things, we can't promise, but feel rather strongly that you could purchase NZCOM from Lambda Publishing and run it. Since Jay Sage has spent the last several years explaining the how and why of using ZCPR or NZCOM in TCJ, our back issues are probably a good place to learn about ZCPR and CP/M for that fact.

So please let me know how your work with using CP/M or RP/M (or NZCOM) goes, and how Dayton T/Sers spent their time this year. Thanks for contacting TCJ.

Bill Kibler

Dear Bill,

Reading "Reader to Reader" in the issue 66 I had a bad conscience. So I have now collected the files regarding ZX81 ROMs on a disk, which I send you.

Please note there are some old copyright, but to the best of my knowledge,
the firms don’t exist anymore. Anyhow, I think the software is so good it deserves to be used more.

Now you can do with it what you think best.

Regards, Gorm Helt-Hansen, Denmark.

Directory of B:ZX81_ROM

ASZMIC HEX 11537 04-26-94 10:52a
FORTH HEX 23056 04-26-94 10:54a
FORTH DOC 37502 04-29-94 11:14a
ASZMIC BBN 4096 04-27-94 12:29a
FORTH BIN 8192 04-27-94 12:25a
ASZMIC DOC 23661 04-29-94 1:13a
8 file(s) 108044 bytes

ZX81-FORTH.
EPROM: 2764.
Checksum: C925.
Copyright (c) 1983 Skywave Software.

ZX-81 Forth matches the fig.-FORTH commands, although ZX81-FORTH is not fig.-FORTH. It was not possible to include all the fig.-FORTH words because of ROM space limitations. ZX81-FORTH also contains some non-standard words so that multitasking can be accomplished. ZX81-FORTH is multi-tasking. This gives the programmer the ability to write real-time routines.

ASZMIC.HEX.
Eeprom type: 2732.
Sumcheck: 2A44
Copyright (c) 1982 Comprosys Ltd.

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM for the Sinclair ZX81.

After connecting the power to your ZX81 you will have a clear screen, except for a funny little character towards the bottom left and a blinking cursor on the line just above it. The speed of the blink identifies which mode ASZMIC is in: fast blink means EDIT and slow blink means DEBUG. With 16k of memory on the system you will be in DEBUG mode out if you are using a “bare” machine then you will be in EDIT mode. Shifting between EDIT & DEBUG modes is achieved by the use of the Shift 9 & Shift E keys. Experiment by pressing Shift 9 (DEBUG) and Shift E (EDIT) alternately, and watch what happens to the cursor blink rate. There is only one difference between EDIT and DEBUG modes, but that is an important one. When you hit newline in DEBUG mode the line you have just finished will be passed to the Command Interpreter. In EDIT mode you just start a new line.

Thanks Gorm, the code is very much appreciated. I will be putting this up on DIBS and JW’s BBS, both of which are listed in user group section. The bad part is, I will have to burn a ROM and test them out. I tried them with the ZX81 emulators and was unable to get either one to work. Not sure why the emulators didn’t work, but maybe some one else can try who has worked on the emulators longer than myself.

Anyway Gorm, I know some others who will appreciate these files a whole lot. Thanks again! Bill.

Dear Bill:

Thank you for the sample issues of TCJ. I especially enjoyed the article about the ZX-81 in issue #65, and the readers comments is issue #66.

Some points of interest to you and your readers: Sinclair Research manufactured 6 computers: ZX-80, ZX-81, Spectrum (3 versions) and QL. Timex Corporation manufactured 3 computers: TS1000, TS1500 and TS2068.

ZX-80: B&W video, 1K internal memory, 4K operating system. Later Sinclair released a modification that consisted of a new keyboard overlay and 8K operating system. (Same operating system as ZX-81.) This unit had approximately 30 integrated circuit chips.

ZX-81: B&W video, 1K internal memory, 8K operating system. Ferranti Semiconductor developed a special 40 pin I.C. for Sinclair, which replaced 25 I.C.’s used in the ZX-80. The ZX-81 used 5 I.C.’s.

TS1000: Same computer as the ZX-81, except with 2K internal memory.

TS1500: B&W video, 16K internal memory, modified 8K operating system used in the ZX-81 and TS1000.

The ZX-80, ZX-81 TS1000 and TS1500 all used same sofware.

Spectrum: Color video, 3 versions - 16K, 48K, and 128K internal memory. Very few Spectrums made it to the U.S.A.

TS2068: Color video, 48K internal memory, different operating system than Spectrum. If operating system ROM was replaced with special after market ROM, Spectrum programs could be run on TS2068.

All above computers used Z-80A CPU’s.

QL: Color video, 68000 CPU, 16 bit Super Sinclair computer.

This is a thumbnail history of the Sinclair and Timex computers.

Best Regards, Fredric Stern, L.I.S.T. Newsletter Editor, PO Box 264, Holbrook, NY 11741. (Long Island Sinclair Timex user group)

Thanks for the short history, Frederic. I am starting to understand why so many have good feelings about the Sinclair machines. For one reason, as you showed us, there were many versions, with many features, and all for a very reasonable price. Again, Thanks. Bill Kibler.

Dear Bill:

I have been remiss in sending you money. I hope that I will not lose any issues of TCJ due to my getting hung up in trying to keep my clients happy. I do have a couple of items, however, that you and your readers may find useful.

First, at a recent Motorola seminar on TPU (timing co-processor in the 68332 chip), I passed on your complaint to Motorola people that “real people” (i.e. non-professionals) don’t have reasonable access to state -of-the-art chips. I was assured that Wyley and H: nnon-Hallmark are two distributo. I have telemarketing divisions that will order for small quantities (read that as ”) of anything they sell, over the telephone, from anybody, presumably paid with credit card. I have not yet followed up on this.

Second, I would like to recommend to you and all, and particularly to Brad Rodriguez, a terrific source for proto-
Adding Ronald Anderson has been wonderful, and I can tell he was looking for an outlet of his writing energy. He is several articles ahead and grinding them out faster than I can produce issues. As to which is more prolific, Ron or Brad, beats me, but TCI’s current growth certainly is owed to their work. I send them my thanks as often as possible.

And to you Steve, thanks for your letter, Bill.

Dear Bill,

To update Brad Rodriguez’s comment (TCJ #65) on Jamecco, their most recent catalog (#941) for Feb-Apr 1994, drops the minimum order, but adds a $5.00 service charge if the order is under $25.00. This is similar to the policy of JDR and Digi-Key.

I agree with Brad’s observations on languages, and your comments. Some of the most incomprehensible code I’ve seen was written in Pascal. With a little effort you can take any language and create a Write Once Read Never program.

I’ve adapted Frans van Duinen’s PDE to my Laxen and Perry Forth83 for my Kaypro II. Though not as fancy, it provides an integrated programming environment as pleasant as any Turbo or Visual compiler. Another reason I prefer Forth is that debugging Forth is easier than other languages, esp. using the compilers available for eight-bit systems.

The C/80 compiler from Software Toolworks is supposed to have been derived from Small-C. Together with the Math-Pak, it provides all the basic C functions and data types except Typedef, bit structures, and register assignment. One big internal change was to assign local variables to memory locations rather than a stack frame. It generates assembly code fairly quickly. The assembler needs to tap into a compiled library. You could use a commercial assembler, such as RMAC. The supplied assembler unfortunately, is very disk intensive and slow. However, C/80 does show that Small-C could evolve into a fairly complete C compiler.

Yours truly, Walter J. Rottenkolber.

From an earlier letter by Walter:

Dear Bill,

When I first started in computers ten years ago, the 8-bit home/personal computer had fleshed out to the full 64 Kbytes RAM address space. And with this expanded RAM came an explosion of interest in adapting languages other than BASIC and assembler to the personal computer. As a result, there appeared magazine articles, books, and inexpensive compilers for a wide variety of languages. Over time, I collected and tried many of them. Some were obscure (“BPCL”, Algol, Pistol, Mouse). Other were well known, but the mini-versions had limited usefulness and distribution (COBOL, Fortran, Lisp). Of them all, I’d say that five had the widest use, interest, documentation, and compiler availability -- Forth, Pascal, ‘C’, BASIC, and assembler.

Everyone tends to pick one or two of these because they ‘work’ for them. The languages not only do the job, but they fit in with the way the person thinks and likes to program. For me they are Forth and assembler. My Forth (an L&P F83 with PDE) has an integrated programming environment better than Borland’s Turbo-Pascal, and both open up the computer on a more elemental level than the other, more abstract, languages.

I can read source code in the other languages, but I would object to being forced to write a demonstration program in them. I can sense from the comments of the other authors that they have similar feelings. As a result, I believe that the best compromise is for the working program to be in the author’s language of choice, but that the essential algorithm be described in well commented pseudocode. After all, that’s what the text of the article is for.

Since the readers are not at the same level of experience and knowledge, an article will have points of confusion despite the author’s best efforts and intentions (I know!). A Q&A column separate from the letters to Editor column,
would provide a forum for answering these questions. All this presupposes that
the reader is willing to make the effort to learn. Nothing will help the lazy reader.

One project, implied in your article, would be to round up, develop, or find
sources of languages. After all, F.I.G.'s efforts led to fig-Forth being available
on most 8-bit platforms of the early 1980's. The process broke down for
Forth-83, alas. The comments in your article suggest that Small-C had a simi-
lar distribution. BASIC and assembler were widespread though their availabil-
ity may now be spotty for some systems. The status of Pascal is unknown to me.
The Kaypro had Turbo-Pascal, JRT Pascal, and tiny Pascal (at least). Ideally, all
five languages should be available for as many systems as possible.

A good start would be to develop a mas-
ter list of all languages available for all
systems of reader interest, not just the big five. And there are some systems I'd
never heard of before -- Dolphin-8 and Propoise-8, indeed. And some strange
languages -- Mouse. It would give the readers a good excuse to dust off their
disk 'junk' box and revisit the past. Just for fun, I'm including my list.

A listing of languages for Kaypro II, CP/
M computers. The (K-??) are disks from
MicroC Kaypro library (now for sale by
Lambda).

Algol -- ALGOL80.

Basic -- CBASIC2 (DRI), EBASIC,
MBASIC (Microsoft), OBASIC (Mi-
crosoft), SBASIC (Kaypro), ZBASIC
(Northstar), TINYBASIC v1.0 & v3.1.

Assembler Z80 -- HD64180A&B,
Z80MR V1.2 (K-25), M80 (MicroSoft),
CROWE-Z80 [Z80 (K-10) & ASMZ PD
by C.C. Software], SPASM (Intel mne-
monics, single pass), ZSM (for inclusion
in C programs), Z80.PAS (compiler in
Pascal).

Assembler 8080 -- ASM (DRI),
LINKASM, MAC (DRI).

C' -- C80 v3.1 with mathpac (Software
Toolworks), Small-C v1.1 & 2.0 & 2.1
(K7-8, K35-36).

Cobol -- Nevada COBOL (Ellis Com-
puting).

Forth -- FIG-FORTH v1.1 (K-12&13),
F83 v1.01 & 2.01 (K-32), UNIFORTH
sampler, EFORTH51.

Fortran -- Nevada FORTRAN

Lisp -- LISP/80 (Software Toolworks),
ILISP (based on SCHEME), LISP (in
pascal), XLISP (for Kaypro).

Pascal -- TURBO-PASCAL v3.01A
(Borland), JRT PASCAL v3.0 (JRT Sys-
tems), LITTLE-PASCAL (K16).

Pilot (computer aided instruction) --
Nevada PILOT (Ellis Computing),
ZPILOT (in Z80code), PILOT/80 (in
basic).

Misc -- APL-Z, BCPL (by Martin
Richards & Colin Whitby-Strevens),
OCTAL, MOUSE, PBS (basic prepro-
cessor), STAGE2 (macro-preprocessor).

Yours truly, Walter J. Rottenkolber.

Thanks Walter and it seems you too have
hit on the best way to handle the code
problem. What is needed now is a stan-
dard way of doing pseudo code com-
ments. I guess we could use Pascal style
of coding as the comment format. I once
worked with a programmer that did all
her design in Pascal and then did the
assembly work from that. After all wasn't
Pascal written to teach and explain pro-
graming concepts.

You have a rather good sample of pro-
gramming languages and I guess now
that we are finding out who has what,
some articles on personal experience
with these older versions is needed. I
would not want to recommend someone
using an older version that was so buggy
that the result was unusable.

I can see too that we have yet to get you
to explain your PDE setup. I am sure
many programmers have gone to Turbo
products due to the integrated program-
ning environment. Made me switch! How
about it? Thanks for your never ending
work! Bill.

Dear Mr. Kibler

I just received your complimentary copy
of TCJ. I like it, good mag. Please enter
my subscription for the next year. I will
also order some back issues when I have
time to figure out which ones I need.

Basically I am jumping into the middle
of things. Yes, like most kids, (52 is still
a kid) I had my share of computers. The
Sinclair 1000 & 1500, a VIC 20, and a
TI 99. I still have all of these and use the
VIC 20 regularly as a dedicated RTTY
terminal, and the TI 99 for games (mostly
for the grandkids).

Never being into programming, I didn't
use these old computers for anything but
for software that was preprogrammed on
tapes or cartridges. Budgetary and time
restraints of raising a family didn't leave
much for computing. Now I am picking
up where I left off fifteen years ago. This
is where TCJ fits in, helping me to learn
and re-learn the past.

There is also the revolution aspect. Back
in 1987 I bought my first 8088 XT. It
had an unbelievable 256K of memory,
and a monstrous 720K disk drive. Com-
pared to my previous 2K of memory and
no disk drive this computer would last
me a lifetime. WRONG. I soon found
that it was inadequate and had to get an
AT 286 with 1M of memory, a 32 meg
hard drive, 2 floppy drives and 512K of
mem just on the video card. This lasted
a couple of years, and found that due to
the large programs I needed more. So off
to a 386/40 with 8Meg mem, a 260 meg
hard drive etc. This now is obsolete.
WAIT STOP! Something is wrong! I am
doing very little more now, than I did on
Sinclair 1000. So back to the beginning,
I makes a lot more sense, and a lot more
fun.

I enjoyed your article on PLC's in the
Computer Corner. A week ago I would
have probably skipped over this article,
but I just returned from one week cram
course on the GE Series I programmable
controller, so I was able to read and
understand it. By the way the GE con-
I noticed mention of E Roche & Windsor BBUG on pg 45 of issue 65. This BB is the remnant of the CPMSDOS-UGUK, which was wound up last year. Roche was a prolific contributor to its newsletter & to The Disc Library News of the Windsor BBUG. Names and addresses of WBBUG of which you may be already aware by now, are:

Sysop: Peter Catley
11 Haslemere Rd.
Windsor SL4 5ET
England, UK

Disc Librarian: Rodney Hannis
34 Falmouth Rd.
Reading
England, UK

I was led to TCJ by Rodney.

Idea! I got much of my software from PD sources. Other late comers like me might enjoy thumb-print biographies of authors who have shown us the way. Ward Christensen/LASM/DU, Dave Rand/NSWP, et al.

Sincerely HK Fraser, Blairgowrie, Scotland, UK.

Thank you for your order and letter Mr.Fraser. I like your idea and hopefully they or people with knowledge of them will see this and send me some Bio’s. I printed some information last issue about the UK group, hoping that people would know that at least the BBS and Disc libraries are still available.

Many support groups have disbanded, partly due to lack of interest, but more I think to people being a bit too busy with so many other projects, that their hobbies got left behind. The important thing to remember is that most of the BBS’s and libraries of public domain software are still available. So you might not find a meeting to attend, but help and programs are often just a phone call away.

Thanks again. Bill.

Dear Bill,

Thanks for advertising my equipment. All three machines sold, along with the tech manual. I am pretty amazed that they all went so quickly -- one to a man in Texas just a couple of weeks ago. In fact, I could have sold the K-1 with hard drive four or five times!

I am enclosing a listing of the last of the stuff I have. As you will notice, I am pricing these things to move. Could you please list them in the TCJ “for sale” section for me? I am enclosing a check for $10 to pay for this and the first ad you ran.

Thanks for helping me find good homes for these machines. I will always have found memories of my start in computing with Kaypros and the Z-System.

Sincerely, Dave Templin, West Sacramento, CA.

Good to hear they sold quickly Dave. I think many people have the wrong impression that nobody wants older machines. My sons classmate’s father was about to use 7 Z100s for land fill. My wife was taking the son to a birthday party at their house and saw them stacked in a corner awaiting burial in the back yard. A few words with the Father and they ended up in my garage, free.

Well one had been dropped wasting the monitor tube, but all else worked. We found that out as we swapped boards and tested them. The we in this case is a friend who is still using his Z100 I sold him way back when. He had since bought a spare unit when the local Heath/Zenith dealer went out of business. To say we had fun testing and fixing would be an understatement. I think we both could have played with these repairable units for weeks without complaint. I sent him home with two and a half machines. He now has at least three spares for every part in his own Z100!

With the prices you asked, getting spare complete systems is cheap and easy. Users who aren’t hardware oriented can just buy a complete spare or two and feel safe for many years to come. Remember computers don’t get old just sitting in some corner waiting to be used, there is not an expiration dates on these pieces of history.

Thanks Dave and good luck. Bill.
Dear Bill Kibler,

Please pass this on to Ronald W. Anderson. It’s a response to his request in the TCJ #66 “Small System Support” column for a “C whiz” to write and explain why his example comparing the use of array indexes versus pointers is “clumsy.” I suppose I qualify as a C whiz, since I make my living as a C programmer. We who “C” prefer pointers because they generally produce smaller, faster code. It’s that simple. True, pointers may seem cryptic to C neophytes, but they are very important to the language. Now, pointers are much better because...

First, take a look at my example file, TESTP.C. It’s practically identical to Ronald’s example on page 34 of TCJ #66. I’ve left out the incorrect versions that printed out the terminating null. We’re interested in comparing the two functionally equivalent versions, one that uses array indexing, and the other that uses a pointer. Two minor differences in my code from Ronald’s. I didn’t use the braces around the string constant that initializes the character array, string. They don’t hurt, but are not necessary in this case. Second, I initialized pointer s by assigning string to it. An array name in C is the address of the 0th element, i.e. equivalent to &string[0]. Next, squint a bit and look at the assembly output from C80. This is the result of compiling TESTP.C by the CP/M command line:

```
A>C80 -M1 TESTP.C
```

The -M1 switch means to create an assembly file output in a format that the Microsoft M80 Macro Assembler program can use. I used this compiler switch so the mnemonics would be standard 8080. I’ve edited the file and put in some white space and comments. The array indexing version begins at the label .f, and the pointer version at .h. The code of both versions is virtually identical except for one big difference. The indexing version has four more machine instructions, and they are costly. The instructions are:

```
LXI D,string
```

DAD D

There are two occurrences of this sequence inside the loop to print one character. What it’s doing is easy to understand. Each array indexing operation, string[n], requires that the address of string be fetched, and the value of n added to it. The pointer version doesn’t need to do this, because the pointer s is simply used.

My test string has 25 characters, so when the array indexing version executes it performs 100 more machine instructions (on an 8080) to print the string than does the pointer version. Programs that perform a lot of iteration through arrays will suffer both a performance degradation, as well as increased code size, if they use indexing rather than pointers. There are many times that indexing into an array is a valuable option to have in the programmer’s bag of tricks, but there is ample reason to prefer pointers in cases like Mr. Anderson’s example.

Very truly yours,
Richard E. Brewster, Richmond VA

```/* File: testp.c 4/24/94 Richard Brewster Purpose: To see if array subscript or pointer is more efficient in terms of assembly operations. Ref: TCJ #66, p. 34 - Article by Ronald W. Anderson */

char string[] = "This is the test string.\n";

int main(void)
{
    char *s;
    int n;

    /* Array subscript version */
    n = 0;
    while (string[n])
        putchar(string[n++]);

    /* Pointer version */
    s = string; /* same as s = &string[0] */
    while (*s++)
        putchar(*s++);

    return 0;

};/* File: testp.c 4/24/94 Richard Brewster Purpose: To see if array subscript or pointer is more efficient in terms of assembly operations. Ref: TCJ #66, p. 34 - Article by Ronald W. Anderson */

char string[] = "This is the test string.\n";

int main(void)
{
    char *s;
    int n;

    /* Array subscript version */
    n = 0;
    while (string[n])
        putchar(string[n++]);

    /* Pointer version */
    s = string; /* same as s = &string[0] */
    while (*s++)
        putchar(*s++);

    return 0;

};```
Thanks Richard for the sample code and I am glad you put the command line to generate assembler code in. My experience with "C" has taught me to always look at the assembler output. You can see some pretty ugly things. I guess the way to keep it from being so "ugly" is knowing which method or option to use. In this case pointers seems better. Thanks again. Bill.

Dear Bill:

My name is Larry Campanell and I am a Computer Hacker ...

After reading the last few issue’s Reader-to-Reader, I felt compelled to join the ranks of Computaholics Anonymous. Here is my story.

The computer bug bit me back in '81 when I bought the bare boards for a computer called the LNW-80. This was a TRS-80 Model I clone with some significant extensions (e.g. hi-res graphics, color and a 4Mhz Z80). I almost bought the ZX80 (kit) but, decided on LNW due to the abundant supply of software available for the Model I.

As my computing interests grew, so did my LNW. First, 5.25" drives, then 8" drives, then a double density adapter, then a CP/M adapter, then a hard disk. All of the hardware modifications were done from scratch, either by wire-wrapping a daughter board or photo-etching from a layout in a magazine. The hard disk I used had a proprietary interface so, after building the host adapter, I then had to write the drive software. The LNW is very flexible. If a TRSDOS (or compatible - there were at least six Operating Systems for the Model I/III/IV family) disk was in the boot drive, it became a CP/M 2.2 machine. I still use the LNW, although it is more often used to copy information between various 5.25" and 8" disk formats.

At the '86 Trenton Computer Festival flea mart, I bought a XEROX 16/8 Professional Computer. It is very similar to XEROX 820, but it also has an 8086 daughter card. Like the LNW, it takes on the personality of its boot disk. Although this time, the choices were CP/M 80, CP/M-86 and MS-DOS. I don’t use the MS-DOS mode very much as the machine is not PC hardware compatible. Only very simplistic text-oriented MS-DOS programs will work on it. However, with a Qume Sprint 11/55 Daisy-wheel printer and WordStar running under CP/M, it became my document processing workhorse (the LNW could have performed those duties but, whenever I really needed to write something, the LNW was usually in the middle of some sort of hardware modification).

The following year’s TCF landed me an EPSON PX-8 (or Geneva). To me, this little 8.5" by 11" notebook that ran CP/M 2.2 was the best thing since sliced bread. All of the work I was doing on the LNW or XEROX could go with me anywhere I went! I could create my WordStar documents on the road and print them when I got home or access a BBS with its built-in modem. In fact, I’m using it now to create this letter while on a business trip. I get a few stares when I use it in public - after all, it doesn’t do Windows. By the way, does anyone have a PF-10 they’d like to sell?

But alas, I eventually fell prey to the Big Brother mind set of computing. For, in the past few years I’ve picked up an XT clone and a 386SX system. Things seem to be different now. A “hacker” used to be someone who could crack the most sophisticated copy protection scheme or use his computer to verify that the light in his refrigerator really did go out when the door was closed. In the MS-DOS world, it seems a “hacker” is simply someone who knows how to manipulate *.ini files to get the latest version of a multi-megabyte application to run without crashing. Oh, I still get the urge to do something “exciting” and I’ll find myself wire-wrapping a SCSI host adapter for one of my CP/M machines or writing some code to display GIF files on the LNW. As you have said in many of your recent TCJ issues, the older “classics” are very good tools for learning how a computer works. Has anyone interfaced a CD-ROM to a CP/M machine?

I thank you for letting me tell my story. As with any group therapy, the first step to recovery is publicly admitting you have a problem.

Sincerely, Larry Campanell, Blue Bell, PA.

Thanks Larry for your confession and comments. I feel at times, especially when trying to find something in my rather large pile of computers, that professional help is needed (shrink or garbage truck?). However that is what TCJ is for, a place to find others with the same affliction.

The more complex the Clone machines become, the stronger and easier it is to see that my position is very valid. Do your learning and playing on the older machines, you might just learn something besides a new swear word.

Thanks for the good comments, Larry. Bill.

polyFORTH
by Charles Shattuck

I recently had the opportunity to get polyFORTH for MS-DOS. Over the past twelve years or so I’ve used a number of different Forths, starting with a commercialized FIG FORTH for my old 8 bit Atari, then a Forth 79 for an Apple II, F83 for the Atari ST and one for MS-DOS, and for the last four years F-PC for MS-DOS machines. I’ve written FORTH assemblers and target compilers for three different embedded micro-controllers as well. I feel as though I’ve finally got the Forth I’ve been looking for.

polyFORTH is a product of FORTH, Inc., the company started in 1973 by Chuck Moore, the inventor of Forth, and Elizabeth Rather, currently president of FORTH, Inc. polyFORTH has 21 years of development and use behind it, which must qualify it as one of the most mature MS-DOS development systems around. Let me try to explain why I like it so much.
I learned to program in Forth. Well actually I used BASIC for about three months before getting frustrated and temporarily giving up. Then I read about Forth in some computer magazine and I got one for my Atari 800. At that time what I really wanted out of computers was to learn how they worked and to be able to control one myself. Forth was the answer for me because everything is out in the open and understandable. Forth is so simple that it is possible for a single individual to understand everything that happens in it. It’s not necessarily easy, but it’s possible. Even more so in polyFORTH because the extraneous details have been weeded out and the written documentation is truly excellent.

If you know Forth at all you have probably heard the arguments between those who like BLOCKS and those who like TEXT FILES. I like blocks. I learned on blocks so I’m biased, but I also love the idea of simple and portable virtual memory. For those who don’t know, blocks are 1024 byte packets of data on disk which are transparently brought into main memory and then stored back on disk. They can be used as 16 lines of 64 characters for source code editing purposes or they can be used to store data base records. Each block is referenced by number so for example “600 BLOCK” arranges for block number 600 to be in one of the block buffers in main memory, and the address of the block buffer is placed on the stack. “600 LIST” would print the block on the terminal screen as 16 lines of 64 characters. The polyFORTH editor is a combination of text commands and cursor and function key commands which work on a LISTed block.

F83 has a very similar editor which I used for several years, but this one just feels better. I especially love the way the top of the screen freezes when you LIST a block and your commands scroll by on the bottom part of the screen. I often want to refer to source code while debugging and now that’s automatic. In FPC there are commands in the editor to do the same sort of thing, but it probably takes 10 or 12 keystrokes to set it up and just as many to undo it. In polyFORTH to go back to full screen scrolling you simply type PAGE.

There were actually two features that really make polyFORTH stand out for me. The first is the multi-user operating system. Both F83 and F-PC are multitasking single-user systems. It is easy to define background tasks such as print spoolers but it is not easy to attach terminals and multiple users. polyFORTH was designed from the very beginning as a multi-user system and it shows. polyFORTH is reentrant so that each terminal task can share code with the others. Block buffers are shared by all tasks, but pains have been taken to avoid conflicts via facility variables which are similar to semaphores in other systems. I was able to configure and start using a terminal via COM1 in just a few minutes. Example code is included to support serial multiplexers that allow up to 16 terminals to share a single interrupt. The task switching is so efficient that friends report having had four programmers working on a single PC-XT without bogging down. Sixty-four terminals serviced by a single 68010 has been reported as well. When a task is asleep it only consumes a single instruction cycle in the round robin polling loop. In general if a terminal task is awaiting I/O, such as a keystroke, it is asleep. The keyboard interrupt wakes it up long enough to handle that keystroke and then the task puts itself to sleep again to wait for the next key. This is so simple and so efficient yet no other Forth I’ve used does it this way.

The data base toolset included with polyFORTH was designed, as was the rest of polyFORTH, for use in realtime systems. When a tradeoff must be made between ‘convenience’ and efficiency, efficiency wins. Even so the tools are also pretty convenient. There are words for defining ‘FILES’ which are named regions of contiguous blocks. There are words for defining ‘RECORDS’ which are fixed in length and fit into the blocks within a ‘file’. There are ‘FIELDS’ which are offsets into records and there are access words which fetch, store, and display fields of different data types. There are words which help manage ordered index files and there are words which allow chaining of one record to another, possibly in a different file. Chaining allows you to get around the fixed record lengths by tacking on extra storage for records that need it.

I’ve wanted to write a book checkout and library cataloging program for a long time. I worked in a library for nine years before becoming a professional programmer, and now I believe I have the perfect set of tools for the job. With an efficient data base and multiple terminals on cheap PC hardware I should be able to produce an excellent system at a fraction of the cost of the popular mini-computer based systems on the market. If anyone is curious maybe I can write some articles about that in the future. One feature that might be of interest to TCJ readers is using classic computers as smart terminals. A lot of schools have Apple ][’s around for example, and an average school library could probably be handled by a PC-XT, AT, or 386 and two to four Apple ][’s as terminals. Other topics of interest might be the included target compiler, which can produce ROMable headerless code and the polyFORTH assembler, which seems to be an attempt at making assembly language more portable across different processors.

Thanks for the mini article Charlie. What you didn’t mention is that you bought this on a special offer. Normally polyFORTH costs $995, but for FIG members they made a special offer of $295 to the end of May. Now this is the complete polyFORTH system, with all source code and manuals.

I asked Steve Agarwal, Forth Inc.’s (800-55-FORTH), sales manager if they would continue this offer beyond the end of May. Steve said he might, but would have to consider it further. One problem is that Forth Inc. is NOT set up to sell software to the general public so to speak. Steve is the ONLY person taking orders, as they normally deal with corporate purchases. However, if enough people call maybe we can get them to release some of their older, but still useful to us, products at prices normal people can afford.

Thanks again Charlie. Bill
"Year 19 and Going Strong"
by Ron Mitchell

They thought we were all dead. We proved them wrong.

Each year the organizers of the Trenton Computer Festival are tempted to drop CP/M and Z-System from the list of events, and each year it appears once more.

As I left Ottawa by car on Friday morning April 15 for the 500 mile journey southward to Trenton New Jersey, I wondered if there was anything left to journey southward for. There had been more talk during the previous week about people not coming than anything else.

Oh me of little faith!

Here are my impressions of a truly remarkable computer event that has been going strong for nineteen years.

The Trenton Computer Festival is a two day event held in mid April each year and sponsored by the Mercer County Community College, the Amateur Computer Group of New Jersey, Trenton State College, the Central Jersey Computer Club, the New York Amateur Computer Club, the Philadelphia Heath User Group and others. Over the years it has acquired a reputation as something of an eastern 'Oshkosh' of computing. Like the mammoth fly-in held each year in Wisconsin, Trenton draws people together who only see each other once a year - at Trenton.

This year's edition held on April 16 and 17 was no exception. It featured a wide array of topics designed for computer enthusiasts of every stripe. Included was everything new and old. National exhibitors were out in force, Aldus, Apple, Borland, C/A, Cobb, Corell, Microsoft, Wordperfect and many more. The list published in the Festival's printed program showed no fewer than 21 major computer players on the national and international scene. Each of these corporations staged a booth to display their wares.

The talks and forums spanned both days. Subject, no matter what it was, found a slot somewhere in the weekend proceedings. There were beginner's sessions on Lotus 123, databases, windows, you name it. There were user group sessions for Unix followers, Amiga followers, Mac enthusiasts and even for the Apple II. Despite rumors to the contrary, there was a CP/M and Z-System conference. As always the sheer variety and diversity of the sessions offered made Trenton a place for everyone.

This year's guest speaker was Mr. Steven Levy, author and Contributing Editor for Wired and MacWorld Magazines. Mr Levy spoke on the "Revolution of Look and Feel" during his Saturday afternoon address and the "Coming of Cryptoanarchy" at the evening banquet. The biographical material provided notes that Steven Levy "lives in New York City and western Massachusetts with his wife, son, and six computers.

Probably not a CP/M machine among them!

These computers have long since been left to a small but dedicated group of users who remain firmly convinced that small is beautiful and that writing efficient and compact code is still a desirable thing to do. In room MS-170 of the Maths and Sciences building at Mercer Community College there gathered about 15 (give or take) CP/M and Z-System supporters for a few hours of friendly chat and comparing of notes. They soon discovered that there is still development in the Z-System world that is worthy of note.

Hal Bower described the latest efforts of the ZSDOS development team as work on the BP BIOS (BP = Banked and Portable) continues. Over the past year there has been the addition of NZTIME, a modification which improves the accuracy of the timekeeping routine. The previous version lost time badly during disk read/write operations. The modification reads the clock card instead of depending on interrupts.

The introduction of directory hashing has speeded directory access noticeably.

'Hashing' is a technique for searching a list of items that involves picking a spot before the item being searched in an attempt to get as close to it as possible without actually passing it.

Hal went on to state that the addition of a 1.7 Meg floppy capability lies in future plans for BP-BIOS. This improvement will be possible through the use of Jim Thale's I/O board.

For those not familiar with the enhancements provided by Z-System, it should perhaps be noted here that the performance of a 64K CP/M compatible computer can be significantly enhanced at a very reasonable cost. Z-System provides a powerful console command processor (CCP) adding additional packages of capabilities such as the resident command package (RCP) and the flow control package (FCP). More interesting is the concept of the TCAP or Terminal Capabilities feature which makes it unnecessary to install Z-compatible programs for the requirements of different terminals. Once installed, the system is capable or reading the TCAP and adapting program operation accordingly. Z-System also provides for the use of "Alias's" which allow the user to develop system commands based on short, easy-to-prepare text files.

BP-BIOS brings a more efficient usage of banked systems to the user and allows significantly improved capability in terms of the number and size of hard drives that can be operated by the system. Presently Jim Thale is using a 200 MEG Connor drive with his development system, and Hal sees no reason why hard drives sizes could not approach 400 MEG.

Hal noted some other news from the Z-System world, some bad some good. The bad news is that Bridger Mitchell, long time member of the ZSDOS development team and author of such notable Z-System programs as Backgrunder, has announced that he will no longer be active on the Z scene. The good news is that Bridger has agreed to turn over much of his work to Hal who is now making
sure that we secure as much of it as possible while it is still available.

Also positive news: as announced last year at TCF93, Jay Sage reconfirmed that Z3Plus and NZ.COM are to remain available for the incredibly low price of $20.00 US each. This represents a real deal from SAGE Microsystems and should immediately be snapped up by anyone interested in improving the performance of their CP/M system. Z3Plus is for CP/M 3.0 systems and NZ.COM is for those with CP/M 2.2 machines. Either way, you can’t beat that value.

CP/M-ers continued to meet throughout the day on Saturday in between trips to the flea market being held adjacent to the main show and the many sessions being conducted inside. At any moment in the conference room you would be likely to run across Jay Sage, Hal Bower, Bruce Morgan, Blair Groves, Ian Cottrell and Howard Goldstein. These people have each in their own way made a consistent contribution to the CP/M and the Z world over many years. Listening to them chat for an hour or two is an education in itself.

Later Saturday evening there was continuity of a tradition well established by the CP/M attenders over the past few years. There is a banquet held as part of the main Trenton Computer Festival. It has become the custom of the CP/M group to hold an informal evening of its own apart and separate from these proceedings. What these people lack in numbers they more than compensate for in what amounts to a sinful ability to consume pizza. Those taking their nourishment with ‘dead fish’ somehow manage to consider themselves a cut above the rest and will hotly compete for the title of ‘Greatest Gutton’. I was there, but I do not know who won this year’s contest. Some say it was Lee Bradley but reports have it that Lee cheated.

All I know is that I was not part of any of this. I prefer my pizza without green things and anchovies.

Following this massive pig-out, the balance of Saturday evening was social and also according to tradition. Back in the party room at the Stage Depot Inn a few more local CP/M-ers joined us and there was the usual round of introsductions where we each said where we were from and what we were up to in CP/M. Ian Cottrell managed to pose his annual answer less question:

If one synchronized swimmer drowns, do all the others on the team have to drown too?

And then there was the one that he intended to ask but didn’t:

What was the best thing before sliced bread?

Both of which top last year’s answer less question which was:

Who brings baby storks?

Think about it. No doubt we shall be pondering these eternal mysteries until next year when more will be added.

The 1994 Loonie award for outstanding contributions to the CP/M community went to Hal Bower for his work on BPBIOS. Congratulations Hal! You deserve it for your many years of work on our behalf.

The Loonie Award? Well, this is also a tradition. Known by only a few in the CP/M world, this coveted award was hand designed and built by Canadian CP/M-ers in an attempt to export Canada’s Loonie dollar coin into the United States. The trophy is essentially a Canadian one dollar coin perched precariously atop a polished wooden base. Each year Ian Cottrell fights through insidious urges to award the trophy to himself and consults with a committee of his peers to choose a CP/M lobbyist who has made a significant contribution.

Hal’s contribution has been quite significant. He gets to keep the Loonie for the next 12 months.

On Sunday, the second day of TCF94, I dropped my remaining cash at the flea market which was as impressive this year as ever. Despite have been deluged and almost blown apart by early morning rain and wind on Saturday there was no shortage of bargains on the Sunday. For many of us the flea market is the main attraction, providing as it does a few history lessons in computing as well as many incredible bargains. There are quite literally acres of displays, tables, equipment, and things to tempt your wallet.

Notes for next year:

Bring a cart
Bring a rucksack,
Bring a truck,
Bring an umbrella.

Apply sun screen even if it is raining.

Stay away from the Flea - Not!

Find out when TCF 95 is and book time NOW!

Thanks for the mini article Ron. Herb Johnson was there and reported on his experiences which seemed to be very different from yours. I am glad both of you reported on it. Now all I need to do is get more people to let me know about these events early (so I can send flyers with you) and make sure I get more than one report!

By the way Ron, it seems like you have a good grasp of the problems beginners have faced getting started on ZCPR. Maybe you would be interested in writing about them. Hope so and thanks!

Bill.

We need articles on subjects that are of interests to our readers. Those interests now span small and older eight bit systems, through the obsolete IBM PC/XT style of computers.

Projects which use surplus parts available from current vendors, showing how to debug and develop the needed knowledge of the used system, is of interest to our readers and advertisers as well.

Send your letters to:

The Computer Journal
P.O. Box 535
Lincoln, CA 95648-0535

The Computer Journal / #67
The European Beat
by Helmut Jungkunz

Regular Feature
All Users
AMSTRAD

More Sugar for Computers (More about AMSTRADs)

Well, last time I told you the basics about AMSTRAD. I
presented the three different kinds of Game-Computers (Colour
Personal Computer CPC), the 464 (cassette drive integrated),
the 664 (3" disk drive integrated) and the 6128 (128K RAM
and disk drive integrated, CP/M-Plus too). This time I want to
shine a little more light on the other side of the business. What
kind of software was there in the beginning, where did it come
from, and what besides games was available (outside of CP/
M)?

There was a company in England, Eden AMSOFT, that pro-
duced quite a palette of games for the AMSTRADs, even if
some of them may have been not too inventive. They were still
doing business with AMSTRAD recently at the introduction of
the AMSTRAD Notepad. A small company in Spain tried to
convince Alan Sugar that they would be their ideal central
distributor for Spain. Although in the beginning AMSTRAD
did not believe this, they did business with them because the
company could produce excellent game software, including
INDESCOMP -- a name already known from other shores of
the Z80 market. There were lots of others. There were games,
music packages, and office bundles -- everything.

The central distributors in France could only sell what they
received from AMSTRAD, but all outside-UK distributors --
whether in France, Spain, or Germany -- made incredible sales
in a short time. AMSTRAD France, for instance, sold about
291 million francs worth of AMSTRAD gear between 1985
and 1986, and the German division, Schneider, sold 32.5
million pound sterling of CPC between 1984 and 1985. How-
ever, their price for the “Personal Computer Wordprocessor”,
the PCW, was totally disagreeable to AMSTRAD. Where
AMSTRAD had expected a price equivalent to 399 pounds,
Schneider charged around 700 pounds! Besides, all of
AMSTRAD’s efforts to sell the machine as a text processing
device seemed to be ignored by Schneider; instead, they sold it
as a computer, in a market niche that was already pretty narrow
for AT-clones. So many AMSTRADs were sold that it is no
wonder that they formed the heart of the European Z80 scene to
this day. This probably made Commodore pretty sick at that
time, especially when a computer magazine’s benchmark re-
vealed the inferior performance of the C64 floppy compared to
the CPC tape drive! (The C128 was not much better than that.)

There were quite a few magazines for Z80 computers at that
time. In England there were magazines that originally covered
the Acorn BBC computer and the Sinclair line but soon picked
up the AMSTRAD and started a regular series about them.
Some had a hard time, since AMSTRAD ran it’s own mag and
had funny ideas about others publishing info on “their” com-
puters! You could, for instance, join the AMSTRAD USER
GROUP (UK) when buying an AMSTRAD computer and
receive the house magazine “AMSTRAD 464 USER” as a club news magazine. In Germany the magazine “CHIP” was one of the biggies then and always allowed easy comparison of quite unequal machines. Another one, “c’t-magazine”, described the AMSTRAD machinery on a very sophisticated level. But the most important two for AMSTRADs were “Happy Computer” by Markt&Technik and “CPC-International”, where in Germany the word “international” normally is the biggest lie you can read.

The latter two magazines not only described the functional layout of the CPCs (and the PCWs also) but also presented lots of listings that one could either type in or order by disk from the editors. Even hardware projects were initiated by them. This is were I came in, by the way.

I myself never had anything in mind with computers at all. I am a sound engineer (as in acoustics) and liked to play a little music myself then. My girlfriend, her cousin’s boyfriend and I rented a big flat (apartment to you yanks) to be able to have nice, volumneous rooms at a moderate price. After some time, as life goes sometimes, the other couple broke up, and we had a vacancy for a room. We put up an ad, since we couldn’t afford the place ourselves, and a guy moved in who happened to bring along a Sinclair ZX81. On that cutey I played with BASIC and fell in love with the super-primitivo flight simulator, just too good!

Unfortunately, shortly afterward we had to give up the whole place, due to a very annoying affair with the company that was originally renting out the house. They sold the building and urged everyone out.

After a while, I met the computer guy again. He had gotten himself a job in the editorial department of “Happy Computer” and advised me not to buy a Sinclair, as I had wanted to, but to wait and buy the new Schneider CPC (AMSTRAD’s German distributor put their name on it at that time). This I did and soon got into a discussion about a colour modulator for the CPC to connect it to any TV-set. Since I, too, had the green monitor on my CPC (464), I was very interested. My special friend (Andreas Hagedorn) told me that several people had already tried and that it would be either too complicated or too expensive to build the units others had developed. I thought a while and said that I could possibly build one for very little money. I had the restriction to use only parts available everywhere, so I had to compromise, but I went to work.

After six weeks, the layout was not only ready but tested, photographed, and written about in a very long article describing everything, including the parts list, the operating principles, and the methods used to adjust the circuitry. When this appeared in “Happy Computer in September, 1985, it was a real success for them. It opened many doors for me, and I sort of became a specialist for everything having to do with video. I wrote several articles on monitors, RAM disks, and other stuff for “Happy Computer” and went to computer fairs with them, where I demonstrated their software (remember, M&T -- Markt&Technik -- was the company selling all the CP/M products for the AMSTRADs). Thus I got all the software for free. This, again, enabled me to contribute knowledge to our club, SCUG (Schneider/Amstrad/CPC User Group).

Once I was asked to test a RAM disk by a newcomer company (FECH & OTTEN). It turned out the product was so poorly designed that it was useless, so I used to refer to it as FRECH & ROTTEN (Frech is somewhat like fresh in that respect). I stated my opinion so clearly in my article that it never got published. CPC-International, the rival magazine, published a very euphoric test on the same thing. I was puzzled! But -- I only met one living person who actually bought that RAM disk, and -- boy! -- was he stuck with problems with that device!

Meanwhile, in England, a company called dk’tronics sold their RAM expansion units, which were pretty well behaved in the sense of AMSTRAD compatibility but showed some strange bugs due to a hardware error in their “Operating System” unit design (the device was split in two parts, a basic O.S. part and the expansion RAM).

Shortly after this, I was given another RAM disk for testing. I plugged it in, followed the usual instructions to the point -- and was impressed! That developer had stuck completely to all the AMSTRAD routines, behaviours, and BASIC RSX conventions, and everything worked like a charm. Oh, you don’t know what RSXs are? The abbreviation RSX generally stands for Resident System eXtension and is sort of a software implementation of a new command into your existing system. AMSTRAD CPCs allow for this RSX technique even from within their excellent LOCOMOTIVE BASIC. I wrote to the developer of the RAM disk for more information, and he called me back on the phone. We had a few long chats, during which some of my ideas flowed back to him, and I offered support for people who had bought M&T’s WordStar, dBASE, or Multiplan for the CPCs with Vortex RAM disks. Mind you, they had a nasty patch in them, in order to be able to use German umlauts, loaded from a routine in the VORTEX RAM-disk BIOS. Due to that patch, those programs, of course, would not run on any other machine then. So the patches had to be removed. Still, some problems were left, and so both my address and our club address were put onto every disk that came with the DOBBERTIN RAM disk.

The DOBBERTIN RAM disk enables the CPCs to use a 63K CP/M-2.2 TPA! The only disadvantage lies in the BIOS of the CPC itself. CP/M-2.2 uses a standard method for calling BIOS routines that is different from that in CP/M-Plus. These standardized jump addresses are often referred to as system vectors. The CPC’s CP/M-2.2 system vectors are at a very low address, so they would be in the middle of the TPA if you stuck to AMSTRAD’s conventions. Whereas Vortex had patched and repatched their CP/M to be able to use those system vectors, DOBBERTIN had disabled them, since the reliability of such a situation is pretty bad. The complete CP/M-2.2 fit into the system tracks, so no extra BIOS file had to be loaded. This may
seem unimportant -- but only for those never stuck with a disk capacity of only 169 K!

There is a very nice side effect with that RAM disk. When you have a minimum of 128 K RAM, you can run CP/M-Plus (with a teeny-weeny patch from DOBBERTIN electronics) on both the 464 and the 664! Beautiful! I met the DOBBERTIN people (father and son, hardware and software) at one of the fairs, and we had a long talk over dinner. I convinced them that a good hard disk for the CPC was not only needed but could be sold in numbers. Vortex had had a hard disk out, but didn’t do too well, due to problems with the BIOS and failure to stick to AMSTRAD conventions. They also suffered from a “court call” by AMSTRAD, accusing them of stealing their BIOS and modifying it.

After a short while, the first DOBBERTIN hard disk came into my hands for testing. As I had expected, you just plugged it in, and there you had a hard disk in BASIC, CP/M-2.2 small, CP/M-2.2 with 63K TPA, and CP/M-Plus in a modified BIOS, loadable from either an extended system track or a BIOS file.

So, just for the fun of it, I put a different, bootable section on each of the four 5 MB partitions (20 MBs is the only size they make for CPCs). Needless to say, with an SYSCOPY command you could exchange all CP/M-2.2 boot sectors with any floppy disk. The CP/M-Plus boot sector, though, was too big for a floppy system track in one of the CPC disk formats. And this is another interesting point here: since there are so many CPC programs out that want to see the typical CPC-type sector IDs on floppy disk, DOBBERTIN chose a system format of 80 tracks double-sided, the sector IDs following the CPC’s rules. Since the VORTEX disk format had already become a sort of standard, DOBBERTIN accepts the VORTEX-format via AUTO-LOGIN in CP/M-2.2 or by pressing CTRL-C. This doesn’t apply for CP/M-Plus, but, nevertheless, it is possible to read a VORTEX disk in CP/M-Plus as well. For easier handling, I forced some of our club people to help me soup up a quick format switch program, so that within DOBBERTIN CP/M the various disk formats could be changed: DOBBERTIN System (DS80), DOBBERTIN Data (DS80), VORTEX System (DS80), B360K (SS80), CPC System (SS40 on a DS80 drive).

In CP/M-Plus, the login programs for the CPCs and the PCWs are very much the same, except that the side-bit information on the CPC starts with a “0”, whereas the PCW wants a high-bit “8”. So the disk parameter block would be 01 for a doublesided CPC drive and 81H for the PCW. Some of the programs for PCWs are written with absolute addressing, so they would only run with one particular machine configuration. Again, members of our club helped to get this mess straightened out. Now those programs use BDOS calls to get the address for the DBP (disk parameter block) and use the standardized BIOS call to properly jump to machine routines. In my high CPC times, I had my CPC 464 equipped with the RAM disk and the hard disk from DOBBERTIN, a second drive (5 1/4) from VORTEX, another 5 1/4, switchable as A: or B:, and a Hitachi 3" drive that allowed for a 2ms step rate.

As you might have guessed by now, my CPC times are almost over. If I run CP/M, then I use my CPU280 from Tilmann Reh, about which I will write next time, when I’ll describe the vast market of home-brew and kit computing in Germany.

Floppy disk size comparisons, standard 3.5 inch, Amstrad/Hitachi 3.0 inch, and standard 5.25 inch.

Mr. Helmut Jungkunz.
Trenton Computerfest

For many years the Trenton Computerfest has been the largest computer show and flea market on the East Coast, if not in the country. It certainly is one of the oldest and best-known. This was the first Trenton show I attended in several years, and the first one where I had a spot in the outside market. Although there were many exhibits and talks inside, I was too busy outside to go in, but I would recommend many of them to TCJ readers as they included Z-system and CP/M subjects. However, the only “classic” vendors were outside.

There were about 500 outside vendors in the two small parking lots, doing business in tents, trailers and trucks. Maybe two-thirds of them were selling from their car trunks and a fold-up table as I was: those are the sellers I was interested in. They would have the old and odd equipment I wanted: more to the point, they would not be selling at dealer prices! They would just want to “get rid of the stuff” or “see that it gets to a good home.” Oddly enough, many of the dealers with big rental trucks were also “getting rid of stuff”: this was their annual basement clean-out of instruments or machines that they couldn’t sell mail order, or trade-ins from their customers.

Another factor that drove down selling prices was the weather. As is traditional, it rained. This year the downpour was during the first morning (Saturday). For those of us in the know, this is a BUYING OPPORTUNITY and I took full advantage of it. I left all my stuff in the car and sloshed through the isles, peering through the water lenses formed on the plastic tarps that covered the folding tables. I found one guy who works for some instrument company: on his table was a stack of oscilloscopes that I recognized as valuable. He was hiding in his car. I knocked on his window and he rolled it down. I asked what was the price range on his ‘scopes. He said “$75 to $250 dollars.” I was startled. “I just want to get rid of the stuff... I’m not going to be here tomorrow.” I asked about the most expensive, an HP 100MHz storage scope. “$250.” “Would you take two-twenty-five?” “Look, it’s an $800 scope” I couldn’t argue with that and gave him the money. I lugged it to a nearby building to test it and all seemed to work, after I figured out all the controls.

I had hoped to buy an IMSAI (S-100 system with the familiar red and blue front-panel switches) as they usually surface at these flea markets. I almost had one when the person behind me raised the price before I could close the deal!! Turns out to be one of my customers, who bought a Xitan (Technical Design Labs) system from me some months ago. I was a little more disappointed when, later in the day, someone asked me for a “cheaper” IMSAI system. I spent a few hours late that evening putting a system together, using cheaper but reliable cards. The next day he hesitated, hoping to find a better, cheaper system “at the other end of the lot” so he said. At the end of the day he came back and offered about two-thirds what I asked and he was surprised when I declined his offer.

So what did I get? Well, I picked up a Heath/Zenith H89 (Z80 system) and a Heath/Zenith Z100 (S-100 with 8085 and 8088) for about $100 total; a few sets of S-100 cards; and a few monochrome composite monitors for $10 or so. I sold an old Apple II+, an AT&T 7300 Unix system, and a Wyse 50 terminal among other things.

Z-Fest

The Trenton Computerfest is a traditional time and place for the East Coast Z-System people to congregate. Although I am not a “Z-person,” I certainly am partial to their processor of choice, the Z-80. Since I share this magazine with several of these authors, I took the opportunity to see them at dinner. A few phone calls and misdirections later, I found about fifteen of them in the back room of a pizza parlor, competing for eating the most slices of anchovy pizza (ick!). Late as I was, I declined the offer to compete and cleaned up the less desired pepperoni and Canadian bacon slices. After dinner, we retired to the nearby hotel for discussions. Ian Contrell was the host and toastmaster, conducting introductions in the circle we formed around him. Bruce Morgan, Jay Sage, and many others were there: I did not take notes so pardon my copious omissions. Perhaps the copious availability of beer was a factor.

One attendee has a project in the works that the Dr. (I) would prescrive to you: a “universal” Z80 interface. Simply put, it is a daughter card that plugs into a Z80 socket that includes an 8255 3-port parallel I/O chip. The designer says this would offer a standard bit of hardware for others to design software around. I encouraged him to complete the work and write it up for TCJ: I hope he does so.
Another subject: S-100 IDE hard drive interface

I have just received the PLA (Programmed Array Logic) devices from my Australian colleague that he designed for an Z80 to IDE interface. As he prototyped them on an S-100 system, they could be a product if such makes sense. I will be considering the completion and support of such a card very soon, probably before you read this article. I anticipate the cost to you for a card, with software to integrate into your BIOS, would be about $150. Why “so much”? Mostly the cost of chips and board. I have to anticipate other costs, including printing and shipping, and some development costs.

I would be VERY PLEASED to see a show of support from my readers. Is Dr. S-100 writing a prescription for a cure when there is no disease? Or is the “cost of treatment” worth it to YOU? It is important to let me know. Even a few letters tells me that there are many more people who haven’t written that would be interested. I should tell you that, in the Heath/Zenith Z100 world that a similar interface for SCSI devices sold for $260 just a few years ago!

I also need a bit of reader consideration on the following questions: should this card have a floppy disk controller interface? It would add about $30-$40 to the cost. Should it have a serial interface, for a “plug and play” BIOS? That would add maybe $25 or so. And, what machines would you run this on? If they are all 4MHz Z80 systems, then I don’t have to worry about timing problems: if you want this on your Altair 8080, then it could be a problem. The Doctor needs your input!!

LETTERS:

Amstrad vs. QX-10, DR’s GSX graphics standard

Got another letter from Roche Emmanuel from France: “I sent you a copy of (the last?) Windsor Bulletin Board User Group for you to mention it and its contents, not to mention my name.” Oh well. Roche continues to discuss this group, the impact of the Amstrad PCW’s in Europe, the QX-10, and Digital Research’s GSX graphics standard. Z-system people may want to read this letter closely: can a comparable graphics standard be ported to Z-system?

“WBBUG was the successor of the “CP/M User Group (UK)” [United Kingdom], the biggest such group in Europe in its heyday. Its Journal was wonderful but never regular. Unfortunately, when Amstrad launched its CP/M micros (which were incredibly successful here: more than 1.250 million sold!), this group was silent for more than one year...just at the time of the biggest arrival of newcomers. As a result, five magazines were created just to advertise for those.

Personally, I am quite knowledgeable about the PCW: I keep disassembling its BIOS, from time to time, to be able one day to fit four 800K drives. But my personal favorite is the Epson QX-10, which is almost unknown in Europe. It was even more expensive than an IBM-PC back then! In my opinion this is the best non S-100 Z80 microcomputer ever made. [Thanks for the distinction!] For example, it is consistently 10% faster than the PCW, as the PCW uses one large ASIC to decrease the number of chips on the motherboard. But this ASIC [a large custom integrated circuit] slows down everything. By contrast the QX-10 is a forest of chips, as NEC engineers did everything at that time to speed it up.

Lastly, the big advantage of the QX-10 is its graphics display controller, the NEC uPD7722, which except for three CP/M microcomputers, was the standard of the first UNIX workstations. For example, this chip can draw 128 squares on the screen faster than you can see them drawn...really amazing!

Which brings us to GSX. GSX from Digital Research was a microcomputer implementation of a mainframe graphics standard. It was the most powerful, by a huge margin, graphics system ever made to run under CP/M. [Would any of the Heath/Zenith users care to comment on this?] Unfortunately, it was only sold by Digital Research Inc (DRI) for one year, before they jumped into the 16-bits wonderland and almost disappeared with Concurrent DOS. (Two years later, Amstrad sold its CP/M microcomputers by the millions and saved DRI from bankruptcy.)

The Amstrads were sold with the latest versions of all the DRI CP/M products: CP/M Plus, GSX, CBasic 2, Pascal MT+. They also sold DR Graph and DR Draw, the only GSX application programs owned and sold by DRI. Two other packages, DR Kernel and DR Plot, which allowed a programmer to use portable graphics, were not sold. A big advantage of GSX is that it works with device drivers. I have managed so far to find 22 (mostly printer) drivers. So, all my GSX programs, without any change, will produce outputs on 22 devices! And, the resolution was so high (32K X 32K) that a screen only gives a small idea of the drawing that one is going to obtain from the printer. I also happen to have a color QX-10 (640 X 480 X 8 colors, four times the Amstrad...) and I also have an HP graphics plotter and its driver: this time the resolution is numbered in several thousands of steps! When one sees a color plot made on this plotter, it is impossible to imagine that it was made on a CP/M microcomputer!

After closing out Concurrent CP/M and CP/M -86, DRI released some source code for GSX-86, the 16-bit version. The sentence you quoted [??] was written because some of the remaining CP/M programmers understand that GSX was a powerful graphics system, and some would like to use it more. Unfortunately, it is no longer supported by DRI, which did not release its source after leaving the market. Besides, DRI is dead now. [This is not strictly true: they are a part of Novell. But they are not supporting any CP/M products. David McGlone of Lambda Software has a license from ‘‘DRI’’ for CP/M-80.]

So, some “lone hackers” continue in Europe to use and maintain GSX. I happen to know that one such person, well-known among the former members of the CP/M User Group (UK), has managed to disassemble the biggest GSX printer driver for the Epson FX-80. This 16K driver produced a full 111 page
long disassembly. This source is not yet in the CP/M Software library but it will be by July-August, after the last check-outs. I forgot to mention that CP/M User Group (UK) did produce a library, which was continued by the WBBUG. 122 volumes have been produced so far, about 30 Mbytes.

For any information about WBBUG and its CP/M Software Library, write to:

Peter Catley
11 Haslemere Road
Windsor
Berkshire SL4 5ET
England

Whew! The Doctor can talk the talk, but it's people like Roche that "walk the walk" and do the real work in the CP/M community. Thanks for this highly informative letter and the reference to our British colleagues and the European market.

An S-100 system "kit" (no instructions included)

Mike Michels of Canton IL brings a number of "patients" to the Dr's examining table. As usual my immediate comments are in []'s. Unfortunately these patients are not responsive....

"First of all, I want to thank you for your Dr. S-100 column in TCJ. I read and re-read these many times and have it as a handy reference source. I especially like the way you have alternated in your coverage of CP/M and S-100, and how the two are interwoven. [Thanks!] You have clarified several area that I have had confused for a long time.

"Not being a 'techno-wizard' but rather a self-learner, I have a strong interest in the way computers and their components work, and how they can be configured to interface with just about anything. As a wannabe tinkerer, I appreciate your patience and willingness to help those who are now just starting out learning about CP/M and S-100 systems. It seems (even with the various specialized system support publications) that they assume their readers know more about their systems than I do.

Would you please provide a listing of some useful books that would explain about the S-100 system? I have obtained one and would like your assistance in helping me to build this into a fully operational system. However, not knowing what I have nor what I need this is going to be a long-term learning experience for me which I hope to pass on to my children as well as others. Perhaps we can make this an article if TCJ readers are interested [1]: something about what I can do with these cards or how we build these components into a working system. The cards are:

- Compurom RAM XX [this is a static memory card]
- Cromemco Blitz Bus with 21 slots [an S-100 backplane board]
- Cromemco 8K Bytesaver II card [2708 EPROM reader/writer card]
- Cromemco TU-A RT card [dual UART (serial) card]
- Cromemco ZPU card [2/4MHz Z80 processor card]
- Morrow Disk Jockey @/B card [8" floppy controller w/serial port]
- SD Sales Expandram card [dynamic RAM card]

The person I bought these cards from had them for a potential project but had never turned them on (or so he said). He had no idea how much total memory it has, or even if they work. No docs, no power supply, no drives.

I've also acquired some parts of a "Four Phase" system with one keyboard, two video display terminals (both fire up ok) and several Diablo 630 printers [!!!] I would like to have the specs to interface them all together as part of the "system".

The Diablo 630 printers have a BNC connector for a network connection of some sort [this is correct]. I would like to interface these to a serial (RS-232) or parallel (Centronics) interface. I was directed to a place called 'The Printer Works': however, they have not responded to my letters in over two months. Enclosed are details of the boards and connectors in the printers. I will also contact Robert Grey: thanks for providing his contact info.

Thank you very much for any assistance you can provide in these matters.

A little hand-holding and consultation

Well, I can certainly see a collection of several Diablo 630 daisy-wheel printers and a few "crates" of computers as a legacy for your children! I vaguely remember the Four-Phase systems as an office system, but I don't remember much beyond that. You might look through back issues of Byte magazine for ads or even articles. This brings me to your request for "useful books". The most useful books are whatever you can get your hands on! It's rather unlikely (and expensive) to try to find computer books of the 1970's and '80's through a book-seller.

Your first resource is always the local public library, followed by the universities. Fortunately for us, computer interests were high in the late 1970's and many libraries stocked up on the books and magazines of the era. My strategy with a new library is to find the "computer" sections (there are usually MORE THAN ONE!) and to scan the titles on the shelves. You might get lucky and see a title reference to "S-100": but probably not, as few books were written exclusively on bus-based systems or the S-100 in particular. You will probably see a number of "CP/M" books, and some on particular systems. Pull them down from the shelf and page through them: read the table of contents, the introduction, etc. You'll probably have more luck at the University: if you ask a librarian there, you can probably get a "courtesy card" for a small deposit or fee for borrowing privileges. Generally anyone can read and copy books in a public university library; private universities may be more restrictive.

The prescription

As for your collection of cards: you have lucked out! Except for the SD Systems RAM card, you have a nice set of boards that should work together. Dr. S-100 has a few general recommendations that these cards happen to follow:
1) Try to stick with ONE manufacturer of cards, or at least cards of a similar vintage. In your case, the Cromemco and Morrow cards are of the same era, with the Compupro RAM XX a little later.

2) Generally, avoid dynamic RAM cards and use static RAM, subject to the first rule. That would eliminate the SD Sales card, I believe. What is this rule about? Simply put, the old S-100 dynamic RAM cards were not often built well, and were marginally designed at their operating clock speed. Also, there were no standards for refreshing the D-RAMS, so different manufacturer’s methods could conflict. As I said in an older article, DRAMS can be recognized as “small” chips with 16 or 18 pins (there are exceptions) with numbers like 4116, 4164, etc. Static RAMS were generally wider 24-pin packages with numbers like 6116; or small packages with numbers like 2102, 2114, and so on. Dynamic RAM cards had more chips, and funny delay lines, or even timers and DRAM controller chips.

I should explain that “static” RAM’s use a circuit for each bit that generally includes a couple of transistors that flip from one state to another, and which retain a bit value as long as power is applied to the chip. “Dynamic” RAM’s use a “silicon capacitor” for each bit of storage, which must be “recharged” by reading it at regular intervals before the charge leaks out. D-RAM’s are simpler, taking less chip space and allowing more bits per chip (for our era, about four times as many bits). Even IBM-PC’s require a “refresh cycle” for their dynamic RAM’s; that’s what the “clock tick” timer on the PC initiates 18 times a second.

Procedures and instruments

There are other “rules”, but let’s not be too formal here. What you need, Mike, is a STRATEGY for bringing up these cards! The first priority is INFORMATION: on your processor (Z80) and other IC’s, on the cards, on S-100 systems, on CP/M. Your library is your best bet. A quick hint on IC’s: catalogs from JDR Microelectronics and DigiKey will at least list IC’s by number and function. Their addresses can be found in any electronics magazine. Again, I’ll have manuals on the cards themselves (Readers: I charge for shipping and copying, by the way, it’s WORK to save and maintain this info!)

Next are TOOLS: an oscilloscope, a voltmeter/ohmmeter, soldering iron and solder sucking device, the usual fine hand tools. A supply of PARTS, including IC’s, resistors, etc. would be useful. From a system’s point of view, you first need a working backplane and power supply; followed by a working CPU; then working RAM; then working I/O with a serial port and some kind of monitor or boot up process; and then a bootable disk. You happen to be in luck that I can provide you with manuals and even a bootable disk for these cards. I’ll contact you in a separate letter with details. By the way, Readers, the Dr. DOES offer these services to you as well: write with a description of your system and its boards and we’ll “prescribe” some docs to help you for a modest fee.

Let’s start with the system basics: you need a power supply that gives you four voltages. Plus eight volts (+8) at several amps to be converted to the +5 on each card; a minus 18 and plus 18 volt supply (+/- 18 V) at an amp or so for RS-232 and the Cromemco PROM Bytesaver card; and a minus eight (-8) which is occasionally used. (Note: even the IBM-PC has a -5V pin, though it is hardly used!). Don’t forget to have fuses on those lines, especially the +8 line! Confirm that you have the proper voltages on the proper S-100 lines. They can be a little higher with no cards on the bus, but under load they should not drop below +/- 7 volts and +/- 15 volts. Back issues with my articles, or references from the books you found, or markings on the bus, will tell you where to connect the power supply.

Specifications on the cards

Next, put the Cromemco ZPU on the bus, apply power and take a scope to see what is going on. Immediately check that the on board voltage regulator is doing its job: delivering +5 volts! Then, look for signals on the Z80 pins, notably RESET, clocks, address and data. Then check the bus lines for similar signals, seeing that no lines are “stuck” when they should be bouncing between high and low. If all seems reasonable, power down and put the RAM card (Compupro RAM XX) on the bus: you may need to set some switches to get it to operate.

Use your oscilloscope to confirm address, data and control lines are operating. In addition, if the board is being addressed by the processor, the “chip enable” lines on the RAM chips will be toggled (switched from high to low on the oscilloscope). Without a front panel or monitor program, which I happen to know the Morrow DJ 2D does not have, you can only “watch the lines wiggie”, but tracking even this activity will build up your confidence in your system and increase your experience in observing bus behavior.

Speaking of the Morrow DJ 2D: what you have is a floppy disk controller card that will operate two 8-inch floppy disk drives, single sided, at single or double density. Also, it has a boot up program on ROM that will start on power up; a “software” UART that will interface to a terminal; and ROM support for a CP/M BIOS that can be booted off a diskette. If you have enough memory on the Compupro XX, you can run a system with these two cards and the ZPU processor card! Repeat the procedure used on the Z80 and memory card, namely check the disk controller chip for reasonable signals, including the “chip enable” lines.

Addresses

I would encourage anyone who writes me to include their address and phone numbers, and any network mailbox address they might have. You’ll likely get more help from another reader than from me!

Mike Michels, RR 3 Box 139, Canton IL 61520.
Small System Support
By Ronald W. Anderson

**Regular Feature**

68xx/68xxx Support

6800/09 and More

**Vintage 680(X) Computers and Other Stuff**

This time I am going to start out with a discussion precipitated by a letter from Tilmann Reh from Germany. His letter was a response to my letter that was published with my first column. I had made some comments about it being easy to talk directly to the hardware on a PC, indicating that I was able to get a serial port running that way after having had no luck at all through a BIOS call or the facilities of Turbo C.

He made some very valid points about it being much better not going to direct hardware control, working at least through the BIOS calls to avoid writing software that will run on one system and crash on another. The point is well taken. My "excuse" follows:

Realize that I have always been working with embedded control and measurement systems. The company that employs me builds balancing machines. That is, we build machines that balance rotating parts for many applications, for example, flywheels, crankshafts, fans, blowers, pump impellers, grinding wheels, saw blades, motor armatures and lots more. Some of our machines are very simple and some are multi-station automated transfer lines that balance parts "untouched by human hands".

Our balancers all use a microprocessor based computer to do everything after we amplify filter and digitize the unbalance signal coming from transducers on the machine. In the simplest ones, the computer does calculations and tells the operator how to balance the part. The operator reads the angle and depth of the hole to drill or the amount of material to add or remove to do the job. Of course the machine has to know the drill diameter, maximum allowed depth and a lot of other information. Things get complex very quickly.

Of course, we have competitors. Rather than try to make our code portable, it is to our advantage to make it somewhat hardware dependent in order to make it non-portable. It is also difficult not to make embedded control systems hardware dependent. Should our machine code (the output of a compiler) fall into our competitor's hands, they would have to duplicate our hardware in order to use it.

I hope we all realize that disassembling someone else's machine code, particularly if it is the output of a compiler, would probably be more work than writing a program from scratch. However, a competitor might disassemble selected portions of our code to see how we calculate some particular parameter (if he could find the right section of code). Being hardware dependent makes it unprofitable even to try to use our source code, though it might be easier to pick up some of our "trade secrets" from our code. So Tilmann, I have grown used to thinking about hardware dependent code as desirable. I very much understand that most programmers try to write portable code, and therefore think differently.

The file transfer from 6809 to PC project I described in my letter was a one of a kind project done for a consulting client so all that mattered was that it would run on my development system and his. As a matter of fact it failed that test on the first try. It turned out that my code wouldn't work if the computer had SMARTDRV running. The computer was caught tied up with it's read or write cache buffer and it missed information coming from the 6809 system. I discovered the problem accidentally one night and resolved it quickly (by disabling SMARTDRV for the data transfer).

Tilmann also was critical of my having written my screen editor to talk directly to the Video Ram. Not very portable, he said. I wrote the editor when I had a PC-XT which ran at 1/40 of the speed of my present 386 machine. Any other scheme of getting characters on the screen was intolerably slow at that time. My 2 MHz 6809 with a 19.2Kbaud terminal was much faster than the PC-XT using BIOS calls. Presently I could probably use BIOS calls, but my editor is done. I don't use serial terminals on PCs, so I haven't had any compatibility problems. I'm not running (nor am I planning to run) a BBS, so my editor doesn't have to run over a remote serial terminal link either. Aside from those considerations it has run on the old 8086 PC-XT, several 286 clones, a 286 and a 386 system with EGA monitor, my present 386 system at home and several 286, 386, and 486 systems at work with VGA and SVGA graphics boards. I have to ask how much more portable it could be. Lastly the direct video RAM access is a full twelve times faster than using BIOS calls, by actual measurement.

To put it quite directly, I see little reason to degrade the performance of my own tool that I am not planning to offer for
sale! (I’ve already offered to give it away. That way I don’t have to support it :-)).

What DID give me fits in porting my program from a 68000 in C to the PC, was my unfamiliarity with the multiple memory models. I use a 200K edit buffer, and I discovered that though C’s malloc() memory allocation function didn’t complain, (It gave me a valid pointer to a buffer), it only gave me access to 64K of buffer. After a week of hair pulling I used the “if all else fails read the manual” approach and found a function called fmalloc() which successfully allocated a 200K buffer.

Who in his right mind would prefer an X86 with it’s segment registers to a 68000 that can seamlessly address 8 megabytes of memory without much more than a fleeting thought about it? (Apparently IBM would, raising doubts in my mind as to their sanity). I know, a 386 or 486 running under OS/2 can address memory linearly as does the 68000. The limitation used to be in the 8086 and the 286. The 386 and 486 can address large memory directly but are limited by MS-DOS or PC-DOS.

6809 Computers

Last Friday, I was trying to get ahead on some projects at work since the end of our fiscal year is coming and we want to look good for our annual report. I made some interesting discoveries while trying to debug a program.

When you don’t initialize a Motorola 6821 (a dual port parallel interface device) both ports are set up as inputs by the power-on reset. Apparently when you then write to the data direction register, thinking you are writing to the data register, the impedance at the associated input pin changes. Strangely when you write a 1 to that bit of the DDR, the voltage level at the open or lightly loaded input terminal actually goes down. My 74LS640 buffers were light loads and could read the state of the DDR through the associated I/O pin, though what came out was the complement of what I wrote in.

The reason the supposed output port was not initialized was that I had called the wrong port initialization routine in my program. I had very carefully checked the correct routine to be sure it was set up to initialize the port correctly, but then I called a previously used routine that had been carried over into my program by accident. I had put pieces of a number of old programs together to make a new one for some different hardware, and had missed at least that problem.

Let me tell you how a not too bright and pretty tired engineer / programmer can trap himself. I wanted to output a unique pattern of 8 bits since I had seven of them connected, three to some LEDs and four to solid state I/O modules that had indicator LEDs, so I could see their states. I decided something like hex 55 (01010101) or hex AA (10101010) were too symmetrical so I settled on hex 96 (10010110). I ought to be able to tell if the bits were in the right order, oughtn’t I? Well, the technician who wired this rather different one of a kind computer had reversed the data bits end for end so they were (01101001), and then because the port wasn’t initialized correctly, they got inverted by the input I thought was an output, i.e. 1’s and 0’s interchanged, so the two errors cancelled out and I got 10010110, just what I had expected would prove everything was working correctly. Some late night sessions, you just can’t win! In this case two wrongs did make a right or a double negative cancelled itself out or something like that.

PC’s Again

As I write this paragraph it is Sunday January 30. Last Thursday we had an ice storm in Ann Arbor. The main streets were nice and clear but when I got to the side street that feeds the court on which I live, I noted glare ice. I parked at the head of the court and walked the rest of the way to find a man in a car stuck in front of my mailbox. He had tried to turn into the court to turn around and had ended up about 50 yards down the street, about half way from the head to the dead end circle. All of his attempts to go up toward the connecting street resulted in his going down toward the end of the court. Unfortunately our court is sloped from the connecting street all the way down to the end.

I decided to work at home on Friday. Since I had some software drivers I had written for a stepper motor driver card I thought I would test them. I had brought the card home on Thursday and started working on the debug of the code I had written previously when I had the instruction manual which preceded the card by a couple of weeks. By Friday night at 11:00 I still had not gotten any stepper pulses out of the three axis driver board.

On Saturday I decided that I had narrowed the problem down to the settings in just one of the many control registers on the board, so I started a little “trial and error” programming and on about the 4th try I had pulses coming out of the board, but they didn’t shut off after the programmed number. A little more experimenting and suddenly I had it all working. I have a list of six or seven errors in the instruction manual. To be fair to the supplier, a disk came along with the board with some drivers written in BASIC and some in C. They supplied a header file and the executable code module. Since we really want to know “all about” our hardware, I had decided to do the driver myself. I’ve written a letter to the supplier asking for a corrected manual. They conveniently supplied a bug report sheet at the end of the manual but I had three or four times as much as I could fit on their form.

We’ve used several boards from Industrial Computer Source with excellent results previously. We had used their multiple parallel port boards in several flavors. The manual for those had contained errors also, but fortunately they included the data sheet for the parallel port chip so we had no trouble using it. In the present case the manual contradicted itself, indicating the use of a bit in one of the registers that had been indicated unused in another portion of the manual. It seemed to me as though they had expected all of their customers to used their
canned drivers, so, though they wrote detailed programming information, they didn’t go through the steps they outlined to see if they would work.

I suspect this was a new manual for them, a new product line. I’ll be interested in the reply that I receive from them. If it is interesting enough, I’ll pass it along here next time.

Last time I ran across something like this we had bought a computer controlled “smart servo controller” specified by OUR customer for a project. We hadn’t used this product before, but had always used our own servo controller cards and built the smart into our 6809 based computer. The controller would work just fine for a long time and then suddenly it would go crazy as if it had been recording all the motions for an hour, and then decided to play them back. The supplier assured us that we must be doing something wrong.

At last last I wrote a letter to the supplier complaining that the software wasn’t robust enough. It was up to the user (us) to insure that we didn’t send it a command to move 0 distance. Of course if I had a terminal in front of me and was sending it commands, I could remember not to do that, but we had to build a test into our program that controlled the servo, to trap zero distance moves.

A while later after several long conversations with engineers and programmers at the servo package supplier, in which I included threats to replace their package with our own that worked or at least gave us full access to the software, I received a call one Friday afternoon in which they told me that they had reproduced the problem in their lab, and that the chief engineer would be at our door on Monday morning with new EPROM program chips to plug into the several servo controllers that we were using. By then our customer had agreed to let us use our own servo controllers but we agreed to giving the supplier another chance.

The new program worked fine. I quizzed the chief engineer and he said that we were using the program in an unusual way. Most customers would program a motion profile into the controller and just run it over and over again. We had to tell the controller different information each time. Due to some small oversight, the stack could overflow and it then “started over again” quite literally replaying the previous moves that it had made.

The chief engineer said that he had passed my letter around to all of the programmers and made them read it! Perhaps this is why we are adverse to using someone else’s software. We’d rather make the mistakes ourselves and then have full access to the code so we can debug it when a problem occurs. The bugs in the purchased servo controllers had cost our project several weeks, and for a time had lost us the confidence of our customer.

Beginner’s Page

Last time I included a section just for beginners in computing. I plan to do this regularly. I thought we might discuss the 6800 and the 6809 a bit today. In order for any discussion of Assembler programming to make any sense whatever, we need to first look at the “architecture” of the processor chips. Both of these processors access an 8 bit data bus, and both can access 65,536 bytes of memory via a 16 bit address bus. I’ll mention a few assembler instructions in the discussion that follows. If you understand them you’ll be a little bit ahead. If not, don’t sweat. We’ll get into a lot more detail in a later column.

If you are familiar with the intel “80” processors you might be surprised to find that the Motorola processors don’t have a separate I/O bus with I/O addressing. Peripheral devices on the 680X processors simply use memory address space. SouthWest Technical Products Co. (SWTPc) used the 4K block of memory from $E000 to $EFFF for I/O. They used F000 to FFFF for ROM monitor space. Of course I/O would never need 4K nor would the ROM be that big, so some address space was wasted. At the time these systems came along, however, 56K of user memory seemed to be many times what anyone would use(!). How times have changed!

Let’s list the features of each of the chips:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>6800</th>
<th>6809</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accumulator A</td>
<td>Accumulator A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accumulator B</td>
<td>Accumulator B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accumulator D *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index Register X</td>
<td>Index Register X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stack Pointer S</td>
<td>Stack Pointer S (system stack ptr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stack Pointer U</td>
<td>Stack Pointer U (user stack ptr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program Counter PC</td>
<td>Program Counter PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition Code CCR</td>
<td>Condition code CCR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct Page</td>
<td>DP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Interrupt Facilities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interrupt</th>
<th>IRQ</th>
<th>Interrupt</th>
<th>IRQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fast</td>
<td>Fast</td>
<td>FIRQ</td>
<td>Fast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non Mask. Int.</td>
<td>NMI</td>
<td>Non Mask. Int.</td>
<td>NMI</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Accumulator D of the 6809 is the concatenation (joining) of Accumulator A and B, with B as the low order byte. See discussion below.

If you think the 6809 looks like an expanded 6800, you have it pretty well figured out. Now let’s run through the functions of each of these registers. Each item mentioned above is an 8 bit or a 16 bit register that is internal to the processor. You could view them as special memory locations addressable by
name. They have much more specific functions than general memory locations.

Accumulators - These are where the arithmetic manipulations take place. Values in accumulators can be loaded from memory or stored to memory. They can be added or subtracted. The 6809 has a MUL instruction (multiply A by B, result in D). The 8009 has the useful extension of being able to place the A and B accumulators together to form a 16 bit register. Motorola implemented a few instructions that take advantage of this feature. You can load D (LDD #SFE7) with a specified value in the program or from a memory location (LDD $1234). You can store D in memory or transfer the contents of D to one of the other registers such as X, U, or Y. The instruction set falls short of much more than that, however. For example you can complement or negate the contents of A or B, but there is no NEGD or COMD instruction. You can shift a value in A or B but not in D. There are other differences, but we will get into those when we talk about instruction sets later. Just remember for now that the Accumulators are used to do arithmetic. Using a second accumulator (B is not quite as talented as A with regard to the instructions it can do) avoids a lot of temporary storage of values. It can make a program considerably more efficient.

Index Registers - An index register is an "indirect address" feature. You load X with the address of a variable and you can then access it as in LDA 0,X. The 8009 is more useful in that you can add an offset to the address in X. The 8009 allows you to increment or decrement the address in X with the INX and DEX instructions. The 8009 allows you to add a value to the address in X. LEAX 27,X will add 27 to the value in X. The 8009 allows you to add a value in B to X with the ABX instruction. You can write programs that are much more efficient with the 8009 instruction set. The 8009 in addition has the second index register Y. Having two index registers is a great advantage, again as we will see later when we discuss instruction sets. The X and Y index registers are both 16 bit registers so they can hold full addresses.

Stack Pointers - The $ register in both processors is used as the subroutine return address stack pointer. When you do a JSR or BSR instruction (Jump or Branch to a subroutine), the address of the next instruction in the program (where the program is to resume running after completing the subroutine) is "pushed" onto the stack. At the end of the subroutine when the Return from Subroutine instruction is found, that address is used to resume execution of the program. That is, the return address is pulled off of the stack and placed in the program counter (PC). The stack itself exists in memory. The utility of the stack pointer is that it is faster to access memory through it than directly.

The User stack as the name implies can be used by the programmer for whatever he wants. Some assembler programmers use it to access their variables as set up in memory. We'll talk about that technique later. A stack pointer simply keeps track of items on the stack. An assembler program can initialize the stack pointer. Pushing a byte on the stack decrements the stack pointer and places the byte at that address. Pulling a byte off the stack simply reads the byte and then increments the stack pointer.

The condition code register reflects the result of an operation. If two values were compared and were equal, the Zeros flag is set. If a value was subtracted from another and the result was negative, the Negative flag is set, etc. The status register can be used directly by a program, but more commonly it is used by the processor to test for a branch instruction. For example, BEQ, (Branch if Equal) will happen if the zero flag is set. BNE (Branch if Not Equal) will happen if the zero flag is NOT set. I must insert here that the Motorola assemblers and instruction descriptions use the dollar sign ($) as a hexadecimal indicator. $10 indicates hexadecimal 10 (decimal 16).

The PC register is not changed directly by a program instruction, but it is frequently changed by the execution of an instruction such as JMP (Jump) or a branch instruction. JMP $1234 causes the program counter to be loaded with the memory address $1234, and the next program instruction is taken from that location. When you write an assembler program the last item at the end is the starting execution address (commonly called the label address) so that when the program is loaded into memory, the processor knows where the starting point is.

Interrupts are enough of a subject to fill a whole column. Let me just say that an interrupt usually comes from an external device. You are working along editing a file and simultaneously printing another file to your printer. The printer runs out of toner in it's buffer and says INTERRUPT! -- Hey! give me more data. Your edit session is interrupted to send another character (or a line) to the printer and you can resume editing. If the processor is fast enough, you don't notice the time the processor was away and the computer looks as though it were doing two things at once. In my days of using the 680X I never found a suitable "print spooler" that would let me print a file and not have my editor go dead long enough to miss a couple of characters if I happened to be typing along at high speed. Interrupts are extremely handy when you are trying to measure the time between two external events that can signal when they occur.

The 8009 has a special short addressing mode for the first 256 bytes of memory. That is, memory from $0000 to $00FF. Addresses in this range can be represented by a single byte. Special instructions allow using single byte address values for these locations, thus making a program smaller. The 8009 allows you to treat any 256 byte "page" of memory as the direct addressing page. The value in the DP register is the high order byte of the address of the direct page. Thus if you set DP=$02, addresses $0200 to $02FF are the direct page. Further, in an assembler program you can set the DP register as
often as you wish, and treat different areas of memory as addressable with a short address.

Since programs have grown so much, most of them use much more than 256 bytes for variables. Most higher level language compilers simply ignore this feature of the 6809 and use "extended addressing" mode for all memory addresses. It was a neat trick when a large memory was 16K. SWTPC sold their first computers with a 4K memory board but it could be bought with enough memory chips for 2K. You had to buy a 2K upgrade kit to make a 4K out of it.

While the 6809 may appear to be a minor step forward from the 6800, the greater hardware facilities (registers) and the more powerful instruction set can make quite a difference in code in assembler to do the same function. I can’t resist one example so here is code to move $100 (decimal 256) bytes of data from locations starting at $3000 in memory to locations starting at $1000 in memory. I’ll comment the code. We’ll get into much more detail regarding the instruction sets next time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instruction</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>leax #$1000</td>
<td>load X register as a pointer for the move</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stx xdest</td>
<td>save destination address in temp location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ldx #$3000</td>
<td>load X register as a pointer for the move</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lda 0,x</td>
<td>get a byte from source location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inx</td>
<td>increment the pointer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stx xsrcr</td>
<td>store it temporarily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ldx xdest</td>
<td>get dest in x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sta 0,x</td>
<td>store the byte at dest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inx</td>
<td>increment dest point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stx xdest</td>
<td>store it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lda xsrcr</td>
<td>load source ptr again</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cmpx #$1100</td>
<td>have we done $100 bytes yet?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ble loop</td>
<td>if not, go around the loop again</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When we break out of this loop we have moved 100 bytes of data from memory location $3000 to $3100 to locations $1000 to $1100. Let’s see how the 6809 could do the same thing:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instruction</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>leax #$1000</td>
<td>load X register as a pointer for the move</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leay #$3000</td>
<td>load Y register as a pointer for the move</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lda 0.y</td>
<td>get a byte and increment Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stx 0.x</td>
<td>store a byte and increment X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cmpx #$1100</td>
<td>have we done $100 bytes yet?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ble loop</td>
<td>if not, go around the loop again</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To be sure, there are other ways of coding either of these, but it ought to be obvious that the 6809 has a more "powerful" instruction set and better hardware facilities. Having two index registers removes the need to swap the value in the X register twice per pass through the loop and having the post increment instruction (X+) eliminates the INX instruction. Note particularly that there are many less instructions included in the loop.

With the 6809 it wouldn’t be hard to speed up the operation by using the D register and moving two bytes at a time:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instruction</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>leax #$1000</td>
<td>load X register as a pointer for the move</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leay #$3000</td>
<td>load Y register as a pointer for the move</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lda 2.y</td>
<td>get two bytes and increment Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inc 2.y</td>
<td>add 2 to value in Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>std x</td>
<td>store two bytes and increment X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leax 2,x</td>
<td>increment X by 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cmpx #$1100</td>
<td>have we done $100 bytes yet?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ble loop</td>
<td>if not go around loop again</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This works fine for an even number of bytes, but the autoincrement can’t be used to add 2 to the index register value. Instead, we have to use the more general increment X by a constant instruction. leay can increment the value by up to 127. The loop got longer by two instructions but we only have to execute it half as many times since we are moving two bytes at a time.

Ron Anderson
3540 Sturbridge Ct.
Ann Arbor, MI 48105
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The Computer Journal / #67
The centerfold is the SS-50 and SS-30 BUS. This bus is an 6800 based bus system. The documentation is based mostly on the GIMIX GHOST MOTHER BOARD. It provided 15 slots for full size (SS-50) boards and 8 slots for I/O-sized (SS-30) boards. A special 10 pin slot also provides Baud Rate Generation. Some of the features are:

1) Fully compatible with the SS-50 (6800) and SS-50C (6809) busses.
2) Gold plated PIN and Socket type connections.
3) 4, 8, or 16 decoded addresses per I/O slot.
4) Extended address decoding for the I/O section.
5) The I/O block is DIP-Switch addressable to any 32, 64, or 128 byte boundary.
6) Baud rate generator for 75 to 38,400 baud.
7) All data, address, and control lines are terminated and separated by noise reducing ground lines.

The following information on the SS-50 Bus is gathered from an 1982 Sam’s book, #21810, “The S-100 & Other Micro Buses”, by Elmer C. Poe and James C. Goodwin (ISBN: 0-672-21810-0). This book covered all micro based buses in use at the time. A couple of chapters are devoted to interfacing the S-100 to Benton Harbor Bus, TRS80 Model I bus, and 6502/6800 system (KIM).

The SS-50 bus was introduced in 1975 by Southwest Technical Products Corporation (SwTPC) for their SwTPC 6800 microcomputer system. Since then, use of the SS-50 bus grew and at least a dozen manufacturers produced components that ranged from disk controllers to digital video boards. All manufacturers of the SS-50 conform to the original bus definitions laid down by SwTPC. The compatibility problems that plague the S-100 bus do not exist for the SS-50 bus.

Since it was based on the SwTPC 6800 microcomputer system, the SS-50 bus easily supports the 6800 and 6502 processors. Unlike the 8080, these processors do not multiplex control signals on the data bus. All control signals are derived on the processor. Parallel and serial I/O ports and memory are all treated alike by the CPU. Each is addressable and must respond to a simple R/W line and the address bus.

Most of the signal on the SS-50 bus come directly from the 6800 processor. The SS-50 data bus is bidirectional; it is not split into data-in and data-out lines.

The SwTPC motherboard accepts two different size boards - an SS-50 and a peripheral board called the SS-30. The SS-30 board uses a subset of the SS-50 signals.

The SS-50 boards are 9 by 5 1/2 inches (22.8 by 13.9 cm) in size. They plug into the motherboard through 50 pin Molex connectors. The pins are numbered from right to left. Positive indexing is provided by plugging pin 33 on all boards.

The SS-30 is designed to facilitate use of both serial and parallel interface devices. The most obvious difference between the two is the absence of the address bus on the SS-30. It is replaced by board select lines which are derived from the SS-50 address bus. Each board has been assigned a block of four contiguous addresses in memory. Address decoding circuitry on the motherboard generates a board select signal (using a 1-of-8 decoder) when the base address assigned a board is put on the address bus. The board select signal is fed only to the proper board, which must then respond to the register select lines, R50 and R51. The R50 and R51 lines are connected to all peripheral boards and represent address bus lines A0 and A1. Using the R50 and R51 lines, a board can determine which of its four locations is being addressed. One of the peripheral boards is usually dedicated to a serial terminal.

SS-30 boards are 5 by 4 inches (12.7 by 10.1 cm) and plug in through 30 pin Molex connectors. Positive indexing is provided by plugging pin 7.

Implementation of Motorola's 6809 microprocessor on the SS-50 required redefinition of several lines. Most of the changes resulted from differences in control lines between the 6800 and the 6809. This changed bus was know as the SS-50C. Some changes were also prompted in the SS-30, producing the SS-30C.

Board Select Address Definitions for SS-30 Select Line:
Select #0    $8000
Select #1    $8004
Select #2    $8008
Select #3    $800C
Select #4    $8010
Select #5    $8014
Select #6    $8018
Select #7    $801C
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SS-50</th>
<th>GIMIX</th>
<th>SS-50C</th>
<th>SS-30</th>
<th>GIMIX</th>
<th>SS-30C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D0</td>
<td>D0</td>
<td>D0</td>
<td>UD3</td>
<td>RS2</td>
<td>RS2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1</td>
<td>D1</td>
<td>D1</td>
<td>UD4</td>
<td>RS3</td>
<td>RS3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2</td>
<td>D2</td>
<td>D2</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>-16</td>
<td>-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3</td>
<td>D3</td>
<td>D3</td>
<td>+12</td>
<td>+16</td>
<td>+16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D4</td>
<td>D4</td>
<td>D4</td>
<td>GND</td>
<td>GND</td>
<td>GND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D5</td>
<td>D5</td>
<td>D5</td>
<td>GND</td>
<td>GND</td>
<td>GND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D6</td>
<td>D6</td>
<td>D6</td>
<td>INDEX</td>
<td>INDEX</td>
<td>INDEX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D7</td>
<td>D7</td>
<td>D7</td>
<td>NMI</td>
<td>FIRQ/NMI</td>
<td>FIRQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A15</td>
<td>A15</td>
<td>A15</td>
<td>IRQ</td>
<td>IRQ</td>
<td>IRQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A14</td>
<td>A14</td>
<td>A14</td>
<td>RS0</td>
<td>RS0</td>
<td>RS0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A13</td>
<td>A13</td>
<td>A13</td>
<td>RS1</td>
<td>RS1</td>
<td>RS1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A12</td>
<td>A12</td>
<td>A12</td>
<td>D0</td>
<td>D0</td>
<td>D0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A11</td>
<td>A11</td>
<td>A11</td>
<td>D1</td>
<td>D1</td>
<td>D1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A10</td>
<td>A10</td>
<td>A10</td>
<td>D2</td>
<td>D2</td>
<td>D2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A9</td>
<td>A9</td>
<td>A9</td>
<td>D3</td>
<td>D3</td>
<td>D3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A8</td>
<td>A8</td>
<td>A8</td>
<td>D4</td>
<td>D4</td>
<td>D4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A7</td>
<td>A7</td>
<td>A7</td>
<td>D5</td>
<td>D5</td>
<td>D5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6</td>
<td>A6</td>
<td>A6</td>
<td>D6</td>
<td>D6</td>
<td>D6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A5</td>
<td>A5</td>
<td>A5</td>
<td>D7</td>
<td>D7</td>
<td>D7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4</td>
<td>A4</td>
<td>A4</td>
<td>Ø2</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>A3</td>
<td>A3</td>
<td>R/W</td>
<td>R/W</td>
<td>R/W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>+8V</td>
<td>+8V</td>
<td>+8V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>+8V</td>
<td>+8V</td>
<td>+8V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A0</td>
<td>A0</td>
<td>A0</td>
<td>1200b</td>
<td>1200b/E</td>
<td>1200b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GND</td>
<td>GND</td>
<td>GND</td>
<td>600b</td>
<td>1200b/D</td>
<td>4800b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GND</td>
<td>GND</td>
<td>GND</td>
<td>300b</td>
<td>300b/C</td>
<td>300b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GND</td>
<td>GND</td>
<td>GND</td>
<td>150b</td>
<td>150b/B</td>
<td>9600b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+8V</td>
<td>+8V</td>
<td>+8V</td>
<td>110b</td>
<td>110b/A</td>
<td>110b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+8V</td>
<td>+8V</td>
<td>+8V</td>
<td>RESET</td>
<td>RESET</td>
<td>RESET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+8V</td>
<td>+8V</td>
<td>+8V</td>
<td>I/O SEL</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>I/O SEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-12</td>
<td>-16</td>
<td>-16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+12</td>
<td>+16</td>
<td>+16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDEX</td>
<td>INDEX</td>
<td>INDEX</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRST</td>
<td>MRDY</td>
<td>MRDY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMI</td>
<td>NMI/BUSY</td>
<td>BUSY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRQ</td>
<td>IRQ</td>
<td>IRQ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UD2</td>
<td>FIRQ</td>
<td>FIRQ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UD1</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ø2</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMA</td>
<td>VMA</td>
<td>VMA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R/W</td>
<td>R/W</td>
<td>R/W</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESET</td>
<td>RESET</td>
<td>RESET</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BA</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ø1</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALT</td>
<td>HALT</td>
<td>HALT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110b</td>
<td>BUSRQ</td>
<td>BUSRQ or 110b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150b</td>
<td>S3/A19</td>
<td>9600b or S3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300b</td>
<td>S2/A18</td>
<td>300b or S2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600b</td>
<td>S1/A17</td>
<td>4800b or S1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200b</td>
<td>S0/A16</td>
<td>1200b or S0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The names in the "GIMIX" column reflect the designations that appear on the mother board itself and in the documentation. The actual signals at some of the pins depends on the jumper configuration of the board and the particular CPU card installed.

NOTE: This chart does not indicate the polarity of the signals. It is only a comparison of their names.
Serial Interrupts for Kaypro II
by Walter J. Rottenkolber

Using Forth For Serial Port Interrupts In The Kaypro II

I suppose you have heard of interrupts, but what do you really know about them, how they work, and how to program them? Are they really as mysterious and difficult as you may have heard? This article describes Forth code I wrote to set up an interrupt driven serial port (the modem port) in a Kaypro II.

Interrupts can be tricky beasts, however. You turn loose a chip with a mind of its own and hope it behaves itself. Although this code works on my Kaypro II, similar code crashed a Kaypro 10 with the Advent ROM. As a result, I make no claims or warranties regarding the information or code in this article, or their suitability for your system. I will not assume any responsibility or liability for any damage or loss to hardware, disk drives or data. If you implement the code or information in this article you accept full responsibility for their use.

Gathering data from serial ports takes two forms: Polling and Interrupts.

In Polling, the program repeatedly checks the SIO port for data. Though Polling wastes processor time, it is simple to implement, and to synchronize with the program.

With Interrupts, the hardware generates a line signal to which the processor responds. Interrupts allow for immediate response to external activity, or efficient handling of infrequent and unpredictable signals.

Interrupts can deal with the problem of data input occurring faster than the program or operating system can process.

This causes a problem familiar to owners of some later CP/M Kaypros, namely, characters dropped at the beginning of new lines when using modems 1200 baud or above.

Zilog's Z80 CPU has four hardware interrupts: Reset, Bus-Request, Non-maskable, and Maskable.

Reset puts the CPU and hardware into a startup mode. We usually think of it as the 'red button', but it is also activated on power up or by too low a line voltage.

Bus-Request is used when peripheral hardware needs to take over the address and data buses, usually to do direct memory access (DMA).

Non-maskable interrupts (NMI) causes the Z80 CPU to stop its activity and execute a CALL to memory location 102 (66H).

Maskable interrupts (MI) causes the Z80 CPU to stop its activity and execute other code. It differs from the other interrupts in that the software can turn the Z80 CPU response on or off by issuing either an Enable Interrupt (EI) or Disable Interrupt (DI) opcode. The Z80 has three maskable interrupt modes.

Mode 0 is the default mode enabled on power up or reset. On interrupt, the external hardware must place a single byte on the data lines. The Z80 CPU reads the data lines and interprets the data as a one byte opcode. Usually, this is an RST, which is a CALL to one of eight preassigned memory locations in page zero. But it could just as well be an INR which would increment a Z80 register to count the external event.

Mode 1 executes a CALL to memory address 56 (38H), to run the code there.

Mode 2 is the most powerful and flexible. It requires the peripheral chips to be Zilog's SIO or PIO, as they need to interact with the Z80 CPU. The Z80 CPU is programmed with the most significant byte (MSB) of a 16-bit base address, and the I/O chip gets the least significant byte (LSB). The peripheral chip can modify the LSB to address up to eight routines in an interrupt table. The interrupt recombines the data within the Z80 CPU and peripheral into a 16-bit interrupt address, to which a CALL is then executed. This address can be to nearly any location in the 64K RAM.

Non-maskable and maskable interrupts generally run code routines independent of the main program. However, the Z80 has a few block move opcodes, such as OTDR (which transfers a block of data to a port), that use interrupts to time a loop. The Kaypro uses the NMI just this way for disk read/write.

During activity involving the keyboard or video display, the Kaypro bank switches the lower 16K bytes of main memory to ROM and video memory. Any interrupts attempting to access code located here during a bank switch will crash. To prevent this, all interrupt code must be located at or above memory location 16,384. As a result, we must use Mode 2 to implement the interrupt program. It is the only mode that can address memory above page zero (memory 0 to 255).

This problem is not unique to the Kaypro, although other computer systems may use different blocks of memory. It's
important to locate interrupt code in stable memory.

I use the Laxen and Perry F83-Forth for the Kaypro, modified with Van Duinen's PDE super editor. This Forth is based on Intel 8080 code and its assembler is limited to 8080 opcodes.

With that in mind, let's walk through the Forth source code. As is obvious, the code required to implement polling (Scr 2 & 15) is much simpler than for interrupts (Scr 2-12).

First come the constants for the assorted ports and control codes for the Kaypro II serial chip, Zilog's MK-3884 (ZSIO). Note that SIO channel-B will be needed even though I plan to set up interrupts only on channel-A. I excluded the codes for establishing the serial port parameters (baud, word-size, etc.), but have listed some code for simple settings (Scr 17-18) if you haven't got your own.

Next are definitions for the Z80 opcodes (RETI, 2IM, & AI-MOV) required to setup Mode 2 interrupts (Scr 3). The names chosen follow the Extended Intel notation rather than Zilog's. RETI is a special RETurn, the ZSIO also interprets to reset the internal priority latch. 2IM sets Interrupt Mode 2. AI-MOV moves the MSB of the interrupt address from Reg-A into the interrupt Reg-1 in the Z80. This is a special move opcode that only works with Reg-A. Unlike the 8080 opcodes, these are two bytes long, as are most of the new Z80superset of opcodes. To be consistent, I decided to extend the 8080 assembler defining words with 6M1. This Word can create and compile the two byte opcodes. They are used the same as the 8080 codes by just naming them.

The ZSIO has two channels, A and B, which can be programmed independently. In the Kaypro II, channel-A handles the modem port, and channel-B, the keyboard. Each channel has two port addresses, data and control. These ports do double duty. You transmit data by writing to the data port, and receive data by reading from it. Likewise, you set control codes by writing to the control port, and get status information by reading from it.

Because one byte would not allow for enough data to control the ZSIO, the control port has eight write and three read registers internally. Registers are numbered from zero, and they default to zero after completing a function. Therefore, only registers above zero require setting before access. You do this by writing the register number to the control port. Register #2, both read and write, is missing from channel-A. This register, accessed only in channel-B, handles the LSB of the interrupt vector for both channels.

The SET and GET Words do writes and reads to the ZSIO's control port. Both require the register number even for zero register access. Compare this to the polling primitives (Scr 15), which only access register zero.

Describing all these registers would be an article in itself. Fortunately, there is some method in the madness. Write registers #3, #4, and #5 primarily set up the port parameters (baudrate, parity, etc.), as well as some synchronous mode parameters. Write registers #6 and #7 set up sync characters for the Monosynch mode. So I'll limit the description to those registers involved with programming interrupts, namely, write and read registers #0, #1, and #2.

Look over the description of the registers in the side bar. At first, programming the ZSIO appears daunting because of all the options. The trick is to mark out the functions you don't need, so you can focus on the rest.

I wanted this code to be useful as well as instructive, so I implemented all four Mode 2 interrupts for Ch-A: Receive and Transmit data (with buffers), Receive error, and Ext/status.

The buffers are circular queues with a defined Base and Top. An Inpointer and an Outpointer locate the ends of the data in the queue. A Count variable tracks the amount of data in the queue and lets you detect whether it is empty or full.

The assembly code for the interrupt routines (Scr 6 to 8) use LABEL and not CODE. Label returns just the starting address of the assembly code. The Calls generated by the interrupts must see only machine code.

CODE is used when assembly code must be accessed by Forth, and return to Forth through Next. You could get the address of the code in a CODE word by using Tick (') and >BODY, but this would be unnecessarily complicated.

The receive data routine, >IRXBUF, gets the data from the receive data register and moves it to the receive buffer. The first step is to save all the registers used by the interrupt, just as the last is to restore the registers via SIORET. This is necessary to prevent crashing the interrupted program.

Note that with Forth, you can still factor out code subroutines and fragments which can then be Called or Jumped to. Note too, that while SIORET has an Enable Interrupt (EI) opcode, >IRXBUF does not have a Disable Interrupt (DI). That's because the ZSIO itself does a DI as part of the interrupt process. Also, on returning from an interrupt, you must use RETI, as this opcode is recognized by the ZSIO and causes an internal priority interrupt latch to be reset.

The next step in >IRXBUF is to input the data and store it temporarily in Reg-C. Then the value of IRXSIZE is maneuvered into Reg-DE while that of IRXCNT is placed in Reg-HL.

The subroutine HL>DE? is Called. It subtracts the value in Reg-HL from that in Reg-DE. If the value in Reg-HL is larger than that in Reg-DE, a borrow occurs, and the Carry/Borrow Flag is Set. Note the use of SUBD and SBB. The first ignores the borrow in doing the subtraction, but the second includes it. Since the count is incremented after the data is saved, a count larger than the buffer size means that the buffer is full.
The use of Forth macros in writing assembly code is a nice touch that makes the code more readable. Here, C0< tests for Carry Not Set, and if True, we do the subroutine (>IRXBUF). This moves the data into the buffer, and updates the pointers and count. Otherwise, the subroutine is bypassed and the data is dumped. This is my choice of action. You could handle a buffer overrun differently.

The subroutine (>IRXBUF) first increments and saves the count. It then moves the value of Top into Reg DE, and the Inpointer to Reg HL. The data is moved to the buffer address pointed to in Reg HL. The Inpointer is incremented, and compared to Top. If it has gone over Top, the Carry is Set (CS), and the Inpointer is reset to the value in Base before being saved. In that way the Inpointer continues its circular movement in the queue.

With a few changes, the assembly code for the transmit buffer routine follows that for receive. The main routine, TXBUF>, moves data from the buffer to the SIO transmit data register. The first step, after the registers are saved, is to test if ITXCNT is zero, i.e. the buffer is empty. Subroutine HL0? does this by OR'ing the H and L registers, and, if both are zero, to set the Zero Flag. If the flag is Not Zero (0<->), a data byte is sent by (ITXBUF>), otherwise ITXRESET is done.

Subroutine (ITXBUF>) decrements and saves the count. The value of Top is placed in Reg DE, and the Outpointer into Reg HL. After moving the data from memory to the Tx-register, the Outpointer is adjusted as in (IRXBUF>).

Subroutine ITXRESET sets the Data Transmit Int. Bit to ready the ZSIO for future transmissions. When you return from the interrupt without sending data, you must set this bit or the next data transmission will not cause an interrupt. Flag 'OEI? is also set. This flag does double duty by indicating Tx-buffer empty and transmit ready.

Factoring code into subroutines and fragments makes testing and debugging much, much easier.

The Receive error and Ext/status routines are similar. Both clean out the receive data register as it probably contains junk. The appropriate status byte is read and stored into a variable. A flag variable is also set. The proper interrupt latch is reset, and then return. These two routines, as written, are designed primarily for studying interrupt behavior, since the status byte of a new interrupt will simply overwrite the old one.

It’s important to save the starting status values. Status bytes do not startup as zero, and the information you seek may lie in the difference between the old status value and the new. Also, hardware design may invert the expected status bit values.

The Interrupt Table is the heart of Mode 2. It consists of eight two byte addresses, four for each channel, 16 bytes in all. You can have up to 16 tables located in a memory page defined by the MSB in the Z80 CPU. This allows for up to 32 interrupt driven channels.

When an interrupt occurs, a Call is made to one of these eight memory locations, depending on the channel and interrupt type.

Base: TxData Ext/Stat RxData RxError \ Channel-B
      TxData Ext/Stat RxData RxError \ Channel-A

Just as you can have interrupt priorities among chips, there is also a priority within the chip, as follows:

Lowest: Ext/Stat TxData RxData RxError \ Channel-B
       Ext/Stat TxData RxData RxError \ Channel-A

In both, RxError for Ch-A has the highest location and priority.

Let’s take these interrupts from the top down.

RxError -- Interrupt generated when received data causes a parity, receiver overrun, framing, or end-of-frame (SDLC) error. Parity errors may be excluded from the list. All except the framing error cause the relevant error bit in RR1 to be latched so that subsequent data input does not change it. This allows for a block of data to be received and then checked for an error. The latched bits must be reset to detect new errors. If the corrupt data is not removed from the receive register at this time, it will later cause a normal RxData interrupt and be saved.

RxData -- There are two receive data registers in the ZSIO and any data in them will trigger this interrupt. If these registers are full and a third character received, it is discarded and an overrun error will occur.

Ext/Status -- Interrupt triggered when a change occurs in the Data Carrier Detect (DCD), Clear to Send (CTS), or SYNC lines, or a Break received. A Break is a string of nulls long enough to cause a framing error. Though a type of receive error, it causes the interrupt here.

TxData -- Interrupt triggered when the transmit data register is emptied, and ready to accept another character. If there is no more data to be transmitted, the Transmit Enable Bit must be set. Otherwise, this interrupt will not occur with the next data transmission.

The base address of the table takes the form xxxx000y. The four ‘x’ bits can be any value, and will determine in which of 16 ‘paragraphs’ the table will be located within the 256 byte page memory. Bit ‘y’ can be 0 or 1. Its choice should be consistent or you can inadvertently overlap two tables by one byte. It’s best, however, to set ‘y’ to 0. Not only are memory calculations simpler, but it guarantees that none of the inter-
r upt addresses will extend into the next memory page.

The routine -- HERE 16 + 15 NOT AND -- calculates the next paragraph base address. This is saved in INTBL, and then used to set the Dictionary Pointer (DP) so that the interrupt table is located correctly as inline code.

I wrote the NOINT function both as a place holder in the table and as insurance from an aberrant interrupt. Since Ch-B interrupts are not enabled, it could be left off there. But the ITXBUF> address must still begin at TxData, the ninth byte of the table.

Ext/Stat and TxData can be enabled independently, but RxError tracks RxData. If RxData interrupts are enabled, you must provide for the associated RxError interrupt. You can use NOINT to force a RETI, and just ignore the data and status bytes. However, the corrupt data still in the receive register will then cause a RxData interrupt and be saved to the buffer. Using IRXERR instead would dump the corrupt data, and help eliminate screen garble.

The Receive Error Bits can be used for byte-wise error detection in data transmission. This was popular in the middle 1970's, the dawn of microcomputing, but became obsolete after X-Modem came on the scene.

Next to setup are the buffers. You could locate them in free memory, but for now it's simpler to place them inline with ALLOT. Since all of the buffer pointers and count are variables, they must be initialized, and INITBUF does this. A program can also use it to dump the buffer contents. CLRBUF fills the buffers with nulls. This isn't absolutely necessary, but it is good practice to set all variables and buffers to a known starting state. This can be very helpful when testing and debugging.

Programs will access the ZSIO interrupt system via IMKEY? and IMKEY for input, and IMEMIT for output. The names reflect my using the ZSIO mostly for modem connection.

First to define are DII and EII, to block interrupts. Code that accesses or changes variables and pointers also affected by interrupt routines must complete their task without interruption. Otherwise you get a conflict problem often encountered in multitasking and networking.

The Words in angle brackets are the primitives. These Words mirror, in high level Forth, the behavior of the assembly routines in dealing with buffer counts and addresses. Note the choice of unsigned comparison operators, eg. UI<. It's easy to forget that counts and addresses are unsigned integers, and to use signed integer operators. That is, until the values go above 32,767, and strange bugs appear.

I dreamed up the Word <IMEMIT#?> to use in block data transmission. It checks for a minimum buffer count before the routine fills up the buffer again. Otherwise, the buffer is constantly topped off a byte at a time, and data transmission slows. Waiting until the buffer is empty results in a jerky transmission pattern.

<IMEMIT> is designed to send data direct to the data port if the buffer is empty and to return through the interrupt. If data is being transmitted, then new data is added to the buffer. I originally had the routine add all data to the buffer, and then, if it were not transmitting, to access (ITXBUF>) to send it out. This seemed unnecessarily complicated, but shows that alternate routines are workable.

We initialize the interrupt vectors with INITVEC. First the LSB of the INTBL address is fetched and stored in Write Register #2 of Ch-B. Then the MSB is fetched and stored by CPUVEC into the Z80 CPU. This is where we use the rest of the Z80 opcodes. After the MSB on the stack is POPped into Reg-DE, and MOVed into Reg-A, AI-MOV transfers it to internal register-I. 2IM then sets interrupts to Mode 2.

ITBL-ON enables the interrupt table by setting the status affect vector bit (Ch-B only). Words SIOA-IOFF and SIOA-IETN turn the interrupts Off and On in the ZSIO. Don't confuse this with DI and EI which disable and enable the ZCPU's response to maskable interrupts. Turning interrupts Off doesn't shut the ZSIO down. It still can Send and Receive data by polling. Also, the interrupts can be selectively turned On. You may find it more practical, for example, to use interrupts for Receive and polling for Transmit.

INIT-SIOA-INT starts the machinery going by initializing and clearing the buffers, initializing Mode 2 vectors and enabling the vector table, turning the interrupts On, and then initializing the Status variables and flags.

Lastly, comes a redefined BYE for exiting the program. It turns off the Ch-A interrupts with RESIOA or SIOA-IOFF. If you neglect this step, the interrupts may be forgotten, but, trust me, they are not dead. An interrupt will seek out the now nonexistent vector table, jump routine, and program, and your system will crash. Just turning off the modem can do it.

KILLSIO and KICKSIO are a crude, first pass attempt to reconcile a ZSIO on interrupts and the Kaypro II disk system. I had an ASCII file transmit system that also captured the echoed text into a file. At the time only the data interrupts were implemented. When the program did disk I/O, it came back to a dead ZSIO even though the Kaypro disk routine disables the maskable interrupts. A variety of error flags were set so apparently enough ZSIO activity occurred to crash the chip. I found that turning the Receive and Transmit enable bit Off required resetting the entire ZSIO system to turn back On. So I chose to simply turn the interrupts Off with KILLSIO, and let the chip crash. Later, KICKSIO resets all the status latches, cleans up the system, and restarts transmitting any data in the buffer. There has to be a better way.

Part of the challenge integrating these routines into your pro-
gram is dealing with the buffers. Polling usually has a solid connection to your program so that changes in I/O occur instantly. Buffers add a certain springiness to I/O response that your program must allow for and control. To send a Cancel command, for instance, you will need to dump the transmit buffer first. If the command were just placed at the end of the buffer, it could take several seconds before being sent. And a closing disk save must account for a partially filled receive buffer.

Be certain that at least the variables, assembly code, and interrupt table are located above the 16Kb level in RAM to avoid being bank switched out. The simplest way is to test HERE before the variables are loaded, and set the dictionary pointer (DP) at or above 16,384. The statement — HERE 16390 MAX DP! -- placed just before the variables should do it.

A rough timing estimate on my 5 MHz Kaypro shows that the assembly I/O routines can process about 12,700 bytes/sec., and the Forth I/O code, 5,200 bytes/sec. Since what goes in the buffer has to come out, the average data rate, about 3700 bytes/sec., is the actual throughput. In theory, that's fast enough to handle a 14,400 baud modem if the rest of the program (or system) doesn't add too much overhead.

Well, that's all there is to implementing a fancy interrupt driven serial I/O on the Kaypro II. You may find it confusing at first because there are so many parts to consider and program. But all is revealed once you piece them together and complete the puzzle. Best of all, the lessons learned here can be applied to other interrupt systems.

Description Of Zilog SIO Registers Used in Interrupts

Write register #0 (WR0):

Bits 0 to 2 -- When set to a number from 0 to 7 causes the next access, whether read or write to go to that register if it exists. After the access, the register resets to #0.

Bits 3 to 5:

0 0 0 Null code -- no action is taken. Allows for other bit commands without affecting these bits.

0 0 1 Send Abort -- in SDLC mode only. After an interrupt generated by a Break or a change in the DTR, CTS, or DSR, the status bits in RR0 are latched so they can be read. This command resets the latch so that it can occur again.

1 0 1 Channel Reset -- Like the hardware reset but only effects channel A.

1 0 0 Enable int. on next Rx character -- Used with the On First Receive Character mode in which the int. must be reset after each Rx int.

1 0 1 Reset Tx int. Pending -- If the Tx data register must be left empty (no more data), the Tx int. must be reset.

1 1 0 Rx Error Reset -- After a Parity or Overrun error, bits in RR1 are latched so they can be read later. This command resets the latch.

1 1 1 Return from Interrupt -- This command is present only in channel A. It does the same as the RST1 opcode in resetting the highest priority latch so that lower priority devices in a daisy chain are enabled.

Bits 6 and 7 -- Involved with SDLC mode. Normally set to null in async. mode.

Write Register #1 (WR1):

Bit #0 -- Enables the End/Status Interrupt which causes interrupt on changes in the DCD, CTS or SYNC lines, or from a Break/Abort transmission.

Bit #1 -- Transmit Interrupt Enable

Bit #2 -- Status Affects Vector (Ch. B only). This enables the interrupt vector table. Otherwise only a single address would be generated for all interrupts.

Bits #3 and #4:

0 0 0 Receive Interrupt Disable -- Self explanatory.

0 1 Rx int. on First Character -- Requires Rx int. to be reset after each character (see WR0) #0 int. on all Rx characters (Include parity in Rx error int.)

1 1 int. on all Rx characters (Include Parity from Rx error int.)

Bits #5 to #7 -- Wait/Ready Function Selector. Used to control the ZSO's response to the WAIT and READY lines during block reads or writes with a direct memory access (DMA) controller.

Write Register #2 (Ch. B only) (WR2):

Holds the least significant byte of the interrupt vector. During an interrupt, all the bit values as written are returned if the Status Effects Vector control bit is 0. If this bit is 1, then only bits #1, and #5 to #7 are returned as written, and bits #2 to #4 are modified depending on the particular interrupt so as to access the proper address in the interrupt table.

Read Register #0 (RR0):

Bit #0 -- Rx char available.

Bit #1 -- Interrupt pending (Ch. A only)

Bit #2 -- Tx buffer empty.

Bit #3 -- DCD (Data Carrier Detect) Shows inverted state of DCD pin. If interrupt enabled for Estat, a change in any of the bits (DCD, IFS, Lock, Bit) will cause the DCD to be latched until the Reset Estat command (WR3).

Bit #4 -- Sync/Hunt. Used in Sync mode.

Bit #5 -- CTS (Clear to Send) Shows inverted state of CTS pin. Intermittents as in DCD.

Bit #6 -- Tx Underun/End of Message -- Used in Sync mode.

Bit #7 -- Break/Abort. In Asynchronous mode, a null sequence in the input stream long enough to generate a null character plus framing error will set this bit and cause an interrupt if enabled (see DCO). The data register will contain a null byte which should also be discarded as part of reset routine. In Sync mode, an abort sequence (7 or more 1's) in the input stream sets the bit and causes an interrupt.

Read Register #1 (RR1):

Bit #0 -- All Sent. In async. mode, bit is set when Tx data register is empty. Always set in sync. mode.

Bits #1 to #3 -- Used in SDLC receive mode.

Bit #4 -- Parity Error. Set when parity does not match programmed sense (even/odd). Error is latched and must be reset with Error Reset command (WR0).

Bit #5 -- Receive Overrun Error. Set when three or more bytes enter are received without a read from the CPU. Receive has two input registers to buffer input. In an overrun, these two bytes remain, and it is the third and additional bytes that are discarded. Error is latched and must be reset with Error Reset command (WR0).

Bit #6 -- CRC/Frame Error. In async. mode, bit is set for framing error. This error occurs if the Stop Bit is not detected when expected in the data word bit sequence. In sync mode, bit is set for CRC error. This bit is not latched but is constantly updated with new data. It is reset with Error Reset command (WR0).

Bit #7 -- End of Frame. Used in SDLC mode.

Read Register #2 (RR2) (Ch. B only):

Contains the interrupt vector written into WR2. If the Status Effects Vector bit is not set, the vector is returned as written. If the bit is set, the vector is modified. After an interrupt, it is set to the address of the highest priority interrupt pending at the time of the read. If no interrupt is pending, the vector returned is modified to xxx0010x (= bits as written). This is equivalent to the Receive Error Condition for Ch. B.
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--- End Code ---
Tiny-TCP

I’ve fixed a number of minor bugs in the FTP client code of Tiny-TCP, and now it can retrieve files from a server just fine. The next step is writing the FTP server side code. I don’t expect too much difficulty, so this code should be on the BBS when you’re reading this. Also, I can E-mail it to you if you send me E-mail, or mail you a diskette if you send it to me formatted with return postage.

FTP is a very simple package which uses ASCII messages to transfer commands and results to and from a “control port”, port 21, while the data is transferred through another port. These “ports” are simple numbers used by the TCP layer to identify endpoints within a specific machine. Tiny-TCP performs a sort of multitasking by means of a polling loop in which it calls a function called “application”.

There are two areas where porting the code could be a problem: first, in the accessing of files; second, in the serial I/O logic. The first area is mostly a filename syntax and directory format issue. For example, if you retrieve a file “/usr/rickz/photocel/photocel-1.24.doc” from a Sun, and want to save it on a CP/M system, the file saving logic should have additional logic to remove the directory path and truncate the filename. There are also some variations in C compiler file I/O function call syntax you may have to deal with.

As far as the serial I/O logic is concerned, it’s unlikely (unless you’re running CP/M Plus or MP/M) that your serial driver has any interrupt-driven buffering or a standard interface method.

Tilmann Reh has suggested using a jump table so that “code overlays” can be added to the program for this logic, much as was done with Modem7. This seems like a good idea. Speed-wise, in a point-to-point configuration each link could be a different speed, but I recommend using 9600 baud for everything. If you don’t have interrupts on the serial I/O, you probably won’t be able to go that fast without losing characters; you might be able to run 1200 baud.

I’ve already discussed the real-time clock. This clock is used for timeouts. These timeouts are not very critical, and can be implemented by incrementing a subcounter which, when it reaches an empirically-determined value, increments the seconds value. If your machine has a real-time clock, of course, by all means use it. Because of the fact that the software uses a big polling loop, do not do anything that will take a substantial amount of time.

One of my ports will be to the Amiga. I’m aware that Matt Dillon has a fine package on the Amiga, called DNET, and that KA9Q has also been ported. However, the machine I have is an old A1000 with no hard drive, and I’m sure that most of the Amigas out there are a similar configuration, so mine, and those, have no way of using those larger packages. There is a nice C compiler, also from Matt, called DICE, which can be run on a floppy-only Amiga, and this is what I plan to use.

I’m also planning to port to the DEC Rainbow. The Rainbow is an unusual computer with two CPUs running simultaneously. It appears from the schematics that only the Z-80 can talk directly to the serial ports, so Tiny-TCP will need to be running on that processor. By the way, Rainbows and their similar-looking kin, the PDP-8-based Decmate III and the LSI-11-based Professional 350, are common in the used market at giveaway prices. Rather ironic, considering their original prices!

Another Bus Bites the Dust

The time has apparently come that even IBM has had to recognize the imminent death of Micro Channel. In some ways, Micro Channel was ahead of its time; but in other ways, it was very annoying. Yes, you could configure your boards through software. But the way you had to do it, booting and re-booting the Reference Diskette, over and over, sometimes five or six times, was intolerably cumbersome. And Micro Channel boards were very expensive, costing twice or more as much as the equivalent ISA board.

Now that IBM has admitted its willingness to let MCA fade away, we’re probably going to see lots of PS/2s at flea markets and hamfests. If you’re tempted by a pretty one, try to think of it as a generic DOS box - fine for word processing, but don’t plan to put any boards in it.

Conventional wisdom regarding Windows programming

Those of you who, like me, have to make a buck by programming for Windows, have always been told to stay away from Large Model. This is because Windows can’t move the segments once they are loaded. If you don’t know what I’m talking about, skip to the next section.

I’m here to tell you, it ain’t necessarily
so. The bad thing about small-model EXEs and DLLs is that the whole module gets loaded in one fell swoop. This means that your memory requirements are actually maximized, not minimized, by using small model. This can lead to memory problems, especially low-memory problems. Windows will not be able to unload any of your EXE or DLL. Also, your loading time is maximized - everything must be loaded at once.

You read it here, and you’ll probably never see it anywhere else: The way to do Windows is to use large model! But not just that. You also have to use named code segments by using the ‘’-NT’’ option of the compile step, and give each module a distinct name. Then, you have to list each segment in a SEGMENTS section of your DEF file, and give it the attributes ‘’MOVEABLE [sic] LOADONCALL DISCARDABLE’’. This will cause each to become a separate segment in the EXE or DLL file. Finally, you have to disable the segment optimization by adding the ‘’-K’’ option on the RC line. RC will complain about having to convert some segments to PRELOAD. By moving things around, you should try to minimize the number of segments marked as PRELOAD, but some will almost always get marked that way.

I realize that all of this is the exact opposite of what everyone else is telling you, but it really works. Send E-mail or letters if you need more help. Don’t be ashamed to ask, either. Microsoft Windows has got to be the most bizarre, idiosyncratic target environment ever developed - even 1802 machine code on the COSMAC VIP would be less byzantine.

News Items

The latest thing in the Minix world is that Minix has been ported to the Transputer chip by some folks in Germany. Remember the Transputer? It was Inmos’ attempt to put a Lamborghini in every driveway.

The AT&T-clean version of Unix called “NetBSD” has been ported to the PC-532, and minor cleanup and debugging is underway. This is a full Unix operating system which will require 8 megabytes of RAM, which means that a patch is necessary to the ROM monitor. Distribution may be done by tape.

Can you believe the software price wars? FoxPro for $99! Quattro Pro for $49! OS/2 for Windows for $29! (By the way, OS/2 for Windows is a great package. Instead of Win-OS/2, you run real Windows - including our old friend Dr. Watson.) But the low point of the price war to date is Simply Tax for free. I did my taxes with this package - it’s very good. Now a couple of other software packages are following this lead, for example, File Saver. My guess is that everyone hopes to build market share and then sell upgrades to a substantial percentage of their user base.

Rumors are abounding about Commodore, Philips, and Hewlett-Packard. Picture an Amiga 5000 with a PA-RISC and a built-in Video Toaster - running Windows NT. Don’t be in a big hurry to plunk down plastic for a Power Mac.

It may be asked, what is the Real Computing view of these various RISC processors? As TCJ readers, we have to reserve judgement until we see the assembly language instruction set of each processor. Otherwise, what else is there to go on besides marketing hype? The only one I’ve seen so far is the Motorola 88000. Manufacturers are invited to submit instruction set listings to Real Computing /o TCJ.

I’ve moved the BBS to an IBM PS/2 running The Major BBS. I’m sorry this isn’t a 32-bit platform, but I have other projects underway. At some point I’d like to move it to a multitasking platform and integrate it with document management and text retrieval systems.

Next time

I didn’t get to the Linux TCP/IP owing to pressing priorities in other areas. However, TCP/IP is becoming a high priority in a surprising number of areas of my life, both professional and personal. It seems that TCP/IP has become the de facto protocol for internetworking - connecting smaller LANs together.

Here in the Nation’s Capital, the National Information Infrastructure (NII) is a popular topic of conversation. Actually it’s not that nobody knows what it is, it’s that everybody conceives of it as their own pet system. Everyone wants to provide it - the cable TV companies, the phone companies, the computer companies, the satellite companies. The only thing people seem to agree on is that it will use TCP/IP, or it will use OSI (X.400 and X.500), or an admixture of both, ... or something else.

Anyway, you can expect that a lot of TCP/IP and X Window will be forthcoming in Real Computing. I’m having fun interconnecting my little machines so they can be players just like the big boys in the NII, whatever it turns out to be - if anything.

Where to call or write

Real Computing BBS or Fax: +1 703 330 9049
E-mail: rickr@ab.com
Mail: 8329 Ivy Glen Court, Manassas VA 22110

TINY-TCP.ZIP and FTP information continued on next two pages (38 & 39).
Guide to source files:

sed.c - Simple Ethernet Driver - Driver for 3Com multibus card. If you have another type of Ethernet board, you can use this driver as a template.

sed.h - header file for the above.

arp.c - Implementation of Address Resolution Protocol. Note that there is no arp "mapping" per se. The higher level code (tcp, in this case) is required to keep track of internet and ethernet addresses.

tinytcpc.c - Implementation of TCP.

tinytcph.h - Header file for above, and for everything else.

tinyftp.c - Implementation of FTP, only allows files to be retrieved, not sent.

Notes from R. Rodman:

While the above says 'public domain release', all of the files contain copyright notices.

940213 The TCP layer appears to be working now, after correction of a couple of minor errors. However, the FTP server does not respond when I send a message (e.g. HELP), and the FTP layer here sits waiting for a response.

***** FTP.TXT

Network Working Group
Request for Comments: 959
J. Postel
J. Reynolds
ISI
Obsoletes RFC: 765 (IEN 149)
October 1985

FILE TRANSFER PROTOCOL (FTP)

Status of this Memo

This memo is the official specification of the File Transfer Protocol (FTP). Distribution of this memo is unlimited.

The following new optional commands are included in this edition of the specification:

CDUP (Change to Parent Directory), SMNT (Structure Mount), STOU (Store Unique), RMD (Remove Directory), MKD (Make Directory), PWD (Print Directory), and SYST (System).

Note that this specification is compatible with the previous edition.

TinyTcp Public Domain Release

The files in this release contain a simple implementation of TCP & FTP, suitable for burning into ROM. It is, in effect, a big hack put together in two or three days. It works for us, though, and you might like it, too. Warning: the code was intended for a 68000, and doesn't have any byte swapping support in it. Shouldn't be too hard to add, though.

- Geof Cooper
Imagen Corporation
[imagenlgeof@decwrl.dec.com]
April 16, 1986

The package requires some system support:

clock_ValueRough() - should be a procedure that returns the current value of a millisecond clock. The procedure is called frequently, so that interrupts are not needed to service the clock. Our implementation polls the real time timer and assumes that it is called frequently enough so that it doesn't miss clock ticks (Since the timer is only used for network timeouts, it doesn't really matter if it does miss clock ticks, of course). Systems without a clock could probably get by with a procedure that increments a static variable and returns it, by adjusting the timeout constants in the program.

Network driver - some network interface driver is needed. A driver for a 3Com multibus (ethernet) board is included; this board isn't made anymore (at least not by 3Com), so you'll probably need to write a driver for the board in your system.
1. INTRODUCTION

The objectives of FTP are 1) to promote sharing of files (computer programs and/or data), 2) to encourage indirect or implicit (via programs) use of remote computers, 3) to shield a user from variations in file storage systems among hosts, and 4) to transfer data reliably and efficiently. FTP, though usable directly by a user at a terminal, is designed mainly for use by programs.

**** TCP.TXT
RFC: 793

TRANSMISSION CONTROL PROTOCOL
DARPA INTERNET PROGRAM
PROTOCOL SPECIFICATION
September 1981

by
Information Sciences Institute
University of Southern California
4676 Admiralty Way
Marina del Rey, California 90291

This document describes the DoD Standard Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). There have been nine earlier editions of the ARPA TCP specification on which this standard is based, and the present text draws heavily from them. There have been many contributors to this work both in terms of concepts and in terms of text. This edition clarifies several details and removes the end-of-letter buffer-size adjustments, and redescribes the letter mechanism as a push function.
Jon Postel
Editor

RFC: 793
Replaces: RFC 761
IENs: 129, 124, 112, 81,
55, 44, 40, 27, 21, 5

PROTOCOL SPECIFICATION
1. INTRODUCTION

The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is intended for use as a highly reliable host-to-host protocol between hosts in packet-switched computer communication networks, and in interconnected systems of such networks.

This document describes the functions to be performed by the Transmission Control Protocol, the program that implements it, and its interface to programs or users that require its services.

TCP is a connection-oriented, end-to-end reliable protocol designed to fit into a layered hierarchy of protocols which support multi-network applications. The TCP provides for reliable inter-process communication between pairs of processes in host computers attached to distinct but interconnected computer communication networks.

The TCP fits into a layered protocol architecture just above a basic Internet Protocol [2] which provides a way for the TCP to send and receive variable-length segments of information enclosed in internet datagram "envelopes". The internet datagram provides a means for addressing source and destination TCPS in different networks. The internet protocol also deals with any fragmentation or reassembly of the TCP segments required to achieve transport and delivery through multiple networks and interconnecting gateways. The internet protocol also carries information on the precedence, security classification and compartmentation of the TCP segments, so this information can be communicated end-to-end across multiple networks.
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THE CODE I PROMISED

At long last, I am ready to present the complete source code for an (I hope) ANSI compliant Forth, CamelForth[1]. As an intellectual exercise — and to ensure a clear copyright — I’ve written this code entirely from scratch. (Do you know how hard it is to not look at excellent code examples?) Of course, my experience with various Forths has no doubt influenced some design decisions.

Due to space limitations, the source code will be presented in four installments (if you can’t wait, complete files will be on GENie):

1. Z80 Forth “primitives,” in assembler source
2. 8051 Forth “primitives,” likewise
3. Z80/8051 high-level kernel, likewise
4. complete 6809 kernel, in metacompiler source

For CamelForth I’m trying to use exclusively public-domain tools: for the Z80, the Z80MR assembler under CP/M [3]; for the 8051, the A51 cross-assembler on an IBM PC [4], and for the 6809, my own metacompiler under F83 for CP/M, IBM PC, or Atari ST.

By “kernel” I mean the set of words that comprises a basic Forth system, including compiler and interpreter. For CamelForth this is the ANSI Forth Core word set, plus any non-ANSI words necessary to implement the Core word set. A Forth kernel is usually written partly in machine code (as CODE words), and partly in high-level Forth. The words which are written in machine code are called the “primitives,” since, in the final analysis, the entire Forth system is defined in terms of just these words.

Exactly which words should be written in machine code? The selection of the optimal set of primitives is an interesting debate. A smaller set of primitives makes for easier porting, but poorer performance. I’ve been told that a set of 13 primitives is sufficient to define all of Forth -- a very slow Forth. eForth [2], designed for easy porting, had a more generous set of 31 primitives. My rules are these:

1. Fundamental arithmetic, logic, and memory operators are CODE.
2. If a word can’t be easily or efficiently written (or written at all) in terms of other Forth words, it should be CODE (e.g., U<, RSHIFT).
3. If a simple word is used frequently, CODE may be worthwhile (e.g., NIP, TUCK).
4. If a word requires fewer bytes when written in CODE, do so (a rule I learned from Charles Curley).
5. If the processor includes instruction support for a word’s function, put it in CODE (e.g. CMOVE or SCAN on a Z80 or 8086).
6. If a word juggles many parameters on the stack, but has relatively simple logic, it may be better in CODE, where the parameters can be kept in registers.
7. If the logic or control flow of a word is complex, it’s probably better in high-level Forth.

For Z80 CamelForth I have a set of about 70 primitives. (See Table 1.) Having already decided on the Forth model and CPU usage (see my previous TCJ articles), I followed this development procedure:

1. Select the subset of the ANSI Core word set which
downloader” (EPROM emulator or whatever), and serial communications are all working!
5. (Embedded systems only.) Add another assembler codes to read the serial port and echo it back...thus testing both directions of communications.
6. Write a high-level Forth fragment to output a character, using only Forth primitives. (Usually something like “LIT,33h,EMIT,BYE”.) This tests the Forth register initialization, the stacks, and the threading mechanism. Problems at this stage can usually be traced to logic errors in NEXT or in the initialization, or data stack goofs (e.g. stack in ROM).
7. Write a colon definition to output a character, and include it in the high-level fragment from step 6. (E.g., define BLIP as “LIT,34h,EMIT,EXIT” and then test the fragment “LIT,33h,EMIT,BLIP,BYE”.) Problems at this stage are usually with DOCOLON or EXIT logic, or return stack goofs.
8. At this point you can write some tools to help you with debugging, such as words to display in hex a number on the stack. Listing 1 shows a simple test routine to do a never-ending memory dump (useful even if your keyboard doesn’t work). This tests the primitives DUP, EMIT, EXIT, C@, >>, LIT, 1+, and BRANCH, as well as several levels of nesting. Plus, it doesn’t use DO..LOOP, which are often difficult to get working. When this code works, you have some confidence that your basic Forth model is valid.

9. From here on it’s just testing the remaining primitives -- DO..LOOP, UM/MOD, UM*, and DODOES are particularly tricky -- and adding high-level definitions. I like to get a rudimentary interpreter going next, so that I can test words interactively.

With this set of primitives you can begin writing Forth code. Sure, you have to use an assembler instead of a Forth compiler, but -- as Listing 1 suggests -- you can use high-level control flow and nesting to write useful code that would be more difficult to write in assembler.

**READ THE CODE!**

I’ve run out of abstractions for today. If you want to learn more about how a Forth kernel works and is written, study Listing 1. It follows the Forth convention for documentation:

**WORD-NAME** stack in -- stack out description

**WORD-NAME** is the name by which *Forth* knows the word. Often these names include peculiar ASCII characters, so an approximation must be used when defining assembler labels (such as ONEPLUS for the Forth word 1+).

stack in are the arguments this word expects to see on the stack, with the topmost stack item always on the right. stack out are the arguments this word will leave on the stack, likewise.

If the word has a return stack effect (other than nesting, that is), an additional return stack comment will be added after "R:"

```
stack in -- stack out    R: stack in -- stack out
```

ANSI Forth defines a number of useful abbreviations for stack arguments, such as "n" for a signed single-cell number, "u" for an unsigned single-cell number, "c" for a character, and so on. See Table 1.

**REFERENCES**

[1] Definition of a camel: a horse designed by committee.


[3] Z80MR, a Z80 Macro Assembler by Mike Rubenstein, is public-domain, available on the GEnie CP/M Roundtable as file Z80MR-A.LBR. Warning: do not use the supplied Z1.COM program, use only Z80MR and LOAD. Z1 has a problem with conditional jumps.

[4] A51, PseudoCorp’s freeware Level 1 cross- assembler for the 8051, is available from the Realtime and Control Forth Board, (303) 278-0364, or on the GEnie Forth Roundtable as file A51.ZIP. PseudoCorp’s commercial products are advertised here in TCJ.

Source code for Z80 CamelForth is available on GEnie’s Forth Roundtable as file CAMEL80.ARC.

**TABLE 1** GLOSSARY OF WORDS IN CAMEL80.AZM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>stack in -- stack out</th>
<th>description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R+</td>
<td>x-a-addr</td>
<td>store cell in memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>n1/u1 n2/u2 n3/u3</td>
<td>add n1+n2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n1/u1</td>
<td>n2/u2 n3/u3</td>
<td>subtract n1-n2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>n1 n2 flag</td>
<td>test n1=n2, signed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>x1 x2 flag</td>
<td>test x1=x2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>x -- R -- y</td>
<td>push to return stack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUP</td>
<td>x 0 [x x]</td>
<td>DUP if nonzero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a-addr</td>
<td>-- x</td>
<td>fetch cell from memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c-</td>
<td>n flag</td>
<td>true if TOS negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>n flag</td>
<td>return true if TOS=0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>n1/u1 n2/u2</td>
<td>add n1 to TOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>n1/u1 n2/u2</td>
<td>subtract 1 from TOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>x1 x2</td>
<td>arithmetic left shift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>x1 x2</td>
<td>arithmetic right shift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AND</td>
<td>x1 x2 x3</td>
<td>logical AND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONSTANT</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>define a Forth constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C@</td>
<td>c-addr</td>
<td>store char in memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c-</td>
<td>c-addr</td>
<td>fetch char from memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DROP</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>drop top of stack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUP</td>
<td>x -- x</td>
<td>duplicate top of stack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMIT</td>
<td>c-</td>
<td>output character to console</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXECUTE</td>
<td>x+y</td>
<td>execute Forth word x+y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXIT</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>exit a colon definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FILL</td>
<td>c-addr u c</td>
<td>fill memory with char</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>n R: sys1 sys2 -- sys1 sys2</td>
<td>get the lowest index loop index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INVERT</td>
<td>x1 x2</td>
<td>bitwise inversion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>n R 4 x sys3 -- sys4</td>
<td>get the second loop index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEY</td>
<td>n c</td>
<td>get character from keyboard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSHIFT</td>
<td>x1 u x2</td>
<td>logical shift left places</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEGATE</td>
<td>x1 x2</td>
<td>two’s complement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>x1 x2 x3</td>
<td>logical OR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OVER</td>
<td>x1 x2 x1 x2 x1 x1</td>
<td>per stack diagram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROT</td>
<td>x1 x2 x3 x2 x1 x3</td>
<td>per stack diagram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSHIFT</td>
<td>x1 u x2</td>
<td>logical shift right places</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R+</td>
<td>x -- R -- x</td>
<td>pop top of stack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-</td>
<td>x -- R -- x</td>
<td>pop from return stack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWAP</td>
<td>x1 x2 x2 x1</td>
<td>swap two top items</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UM*</td>
<td>u1 u2</td>
<td>unsigned 16 bits=32 mult.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UM/MOD</td>
<td>u1 x1 -- u2 x2 x3</td>
<td>unsigned 32 bits=19 div.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNLOOP</td>
<td>-- R sys1 sys2</td>
<td>drop loop parms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNP</td>
<td>u1 u2 flag</td>
<td>test u1&lt;&gt;u2, unsigned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VARIABLE</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>define a Forth with variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XOR</td>
<td>x1 x2 x3</td>
<td>logical XOR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ANSI Forth Extensions

These are optional words whose definitions are specified by the ANSI Forth document.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>x1 x2 flag test not equal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MOVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c c add c c add u - move from bottom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEY?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M+ 1 n + d2 add single to double</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIP x1 x2 - x2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUCK x1 x2 x2 x1 x2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U+ u1 u2 - u2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Private Extensions

These words are unique to CarnellForth.

Many of these are to implement ANSI Forth words, but are not specified by the ANSI document. Others are functions I find useful.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(do) n1 n2 u2 R: n sys1 sys2 run-time code for DO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(loop) R: sys1 sys2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(loop) n1 n2 R: n sys1 sys2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>&lt; x1 x2 swap bytes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>branch If x = 0 -&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDSOS DE C A call BOS BDSOS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Branch always

fetch literal to stack

input char from port

set return stack pointer

set return stack pointer

find matching char

kip matching chars

set data stack pointer

set data stack pointer

string compare

define user variable 'n'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Listing 1.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CarnellForth for the Zillog Z80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Primitives testing code

This is the "minimal" test of the CarnellForth kernel. It verifies the threading and nesting of mechanisms, the stacks, and the primitives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DUP EMIT EXIT if branch ONELPX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| It is particularly useful because it does not use the DO. LOOP, multiply or divide words, and because it can be used on embedded CPUs.

The numeric display word. A is also useful for testing the rest of the Core wordset.

The required macros and CPU initialization are in the CAMEL02.ADM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE Primitives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Macros for defining Forth headers

HEAD label, length, name, action
IMMED label, length, name, action
label = assembler name for this word
length = length of name field
name = Forth's name for this word
action = code routine for this word, e.g. DOCOLUN, or DOCODE for code words
IMMED defines a header for an IMMEDIATE word.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DOCODE EQU 0, flag to indicate CODE words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>link DEFL 0, link to previous Forth word</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

head MACRO #label, length, name, action
| DW link |

link DEFL $ |

label #label |

IF NOT: ( ) |

call action |

ENDIF |

ENDM |

The NEXT macro (7 bytes) assembles the 'next' code in line in every 280 CarnellForth CODE word.

next MACRO |

ex de h |

inc hl |

EXEDE HL |

ENDM |

NEXTHL is used when the IP is already in HL.

nexthl MACRO |

ld h, (hl) |

inc h |

dec h |

ENDM |

| reset: |

ld hl, 00 |

DEC sp, PL |

push HL |

dec h |

EM |

| Memory map: |

00000h Terminal Input Buffer, 128 bytes |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01000h Forth kernel = start of CPIM TPA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>? h Forth dictionary (user RAM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EM-200H User area, 128 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EM-180H Parameters stack, 128B, grows down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EM-100H HOLD area, 40 bytes, grows down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EM-000H PAD buffer, 64 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EM-80H Return stack, 128 bytes, grows up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End of RAM = start of CPIM BOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See also the definitions of UO, SD, and R0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in the &quot;system variables &amp; constants&quot; area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A task with terminal input requires 200 bytes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double all except TIB and PAD for 32-bit CPUs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERRUPT PRINTER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

See also "defining words" at end of this file.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C EXIT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

exit a colon definition |

head EXIT, 4, EXIT, doode |

ld a, (ax) |

pop old IP from ret stk |

ld d, (ax) |

inc ax |

next |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C EXECUTE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

"x" at "x" execute Forth word |
| head EXECUTE, 7, EXECUTE, doode |
inc bc

next

C 1

n1x1 - n2x2

subtract 1 from TOS

head ONEMINUS,2,1,decodce

dec bc
next

Z <=

x1 - x2

swap bytes (not ANSI)

head swapbytes,2,2,decodce

ld a,b
ld cc,b
ld a,b
ld b,a
next

C 2

x1 - x2

arithmetic right shift

head TOWSCLASH,2,2,decodce

sla a
rl a
next

C LSHIFT x1 - x2

logical left shift u places

head LSHIFT,8,LSHIFT,decodce

ld b,c
b > b, loop counter
pop hl
inc b
ld a,b (or)
inc b
ld a,b (or)
inc b
ld a,b (or)
inc b
ld a,b (or)
nxt

next

C RSHIFT x1 - x2

logical right shift u places

head RSHIFT,8,RSHIFT,decodce

ld b,c
b > b, loop counter
pop hl
inc b
ld a,b (or)
inc b
ld a,b (or)
inc b
ld a,b (or)
nxt

next

C OR x1 x2 - x3

logical OR

head OR,2,OR,decodce

pop hl
ld a,b
and b
ld a,b
or h
ld a,b
and h
ld a,b
or l
ld a,b
next

C XOR x1 x2 - x3

logical XOR

head XOR,3,XOR,decodce

pop hl
ld a,b
xor b
ld a,b
ld a,c
xor l
ld a,c
next

C INV X x1 - x2

bitwise inversion

head INVX,0,INVERT,decodce

ld a,b
cpl
ld b,a
cpl
ld a,b
next

C NEGATE x1 - x2

two's complement

head NEGATE,0,NEGATE,decodce

ld a,b
ld a,c
cpl
ld a,c
inc bc
next

X 1+ n1x1 - n2x2

add 1 to TOS

head ONEPLUS,2,1,decodce

inc bc

next
I don't think I have ever learned anything by getting it right (?) the first time. Sometimes the worst thing that can happen is for a circuit to work the first time. You have no idea of what's to come. Reminds me of a meter protection circuit I designed for a school lab. Mine worked perfectly. The copies that everyone else built from my design set off the alarms anytime anyone came near them.Oops. The SCR in mine required a large pulse to turn it on, but all the rest turned on with a teeny spike.

**WIRE AND CABLES**

What can go wrong with wires? Well, even in a digital circuit (maybe especially in a digital circuit) wires are ANALOG things. They have resistance and inductance and between any two conductors there is capacitance. And remember, printed circuit board traces are just flat wires that are glued down.

**WIRE RESISTANCE**

You just installed the new gizmo board with microprocessor controlled power relays, but the power supply is ten feet away. You grab some 22 gauge wire and connect it up. After powering it up, you find out that every time the relays come on, the system resets. You check everything, you have good power supply voltages and everything seems to check out but it keeps resetting.

Everytime the relay comes on, the current required by the gizmo board goes from 100 mA to 3 amps. At 100 mA, the 22 gauge wire drops 32 millivolts, but at 3 amps, it drops .96 volts! The 5 volt supply at the gizmo board becomes 4.04 volts and your power supply sensing reset circuit reboots the gizmo and shuts off the relay. Just because of a little wire.

It turns out that a ten foot long piece of 22 gauge wire has .16 ohms of resistance. And the two wires, +5 and ground, add up to .32 ohms. In this example, you would have to use 16 gauge wire or larger to keep the voltage drop at the gizmo below 0.4 volts.

Of course, you used the latest CMOS technology to build your system. If you were even more unlucky, you had an I/O board near the power supply with a gate output going over to the gizmo. Every time the relay came on, not only did the gizmo reset, but the input connected to the I/O board blew out. It turns out that with 22 gauge wire, not only does the +5 volt line drop .48 volts, but the ground at the gizmo is .48 volts more positive than the I/O board ground. The signal from the I/O board will turn on the input protection diodes at the CMOS gizmo input whether it is high or low when the relay comes on.

**WIRE CAPACITANCE**

Well, you fixed the power supply wiring and corrected the I/O signal problem. Now you need to put some pushbutton switches on the gizmo unit. You use some flat ribbon cable to connect the switch logic to the gizmo processor board. Now you find out that every time you push the button something different happens. What now?

You put the scope on the signals to the switch logic and it’s being scanned every 10 ms, so that’s 100 Hz. Frequency can’t be a problem, can it? The problem here is the capacitance between conductors in the ribbon cable and the input impedance of the CMOS logic. Typical capacitance between conductors in standard 28 AWG ribbon is about 10 pf per foot. This doesn’t seem like much, but the maximum input capacitance for an HC gate is about 10 pf. This makes an AC voltage divider that could put 50% of the signal on adjacent conductors if the frequency is high enough.

Typical transition time from high to low or low to high for high speed CMOS (HC/HCT) devices is about 20 to 25 ns with a 5 volt supply. This roughly equates to 20 MHz in frequency. 10 pf at 20 MHz is about 800 ohms impedance. This could allow several millamps of current to flow between adjacent conductors. This very simple analysis shows that there are some obvious problems here and we haven’t even considered the series inductance of the cable that turns it into a tuned circuit. How do we minimize these problems so our circuits will work properly?

Crosstalk problems can be viewed as voltage divider problems. The amount of signal coupled from one wire to another is proportional to the impedances of the voltage divider that has been created by the circuit. One solution is to lower the impedance at the end of the wires. You can use an AC termination down around 200 ohms. It needs to be an AC termination (capacitor in series with the resistor) because HC
gates and bus drivers can’t supply enough current to drive 200 ohms to 5 volts. 800 ohms in series with 200 ohms lets only 20% of the signal appear on the adjacent wire. Another solution is to lower the effective frequency by increasing the transition time. A resistor in series at the source end both increases the impedance of the offending signal and slows the transition time by reducing the amount of current available to charge the capacitance between the wires. Sometimes, if the ribbon cable is short, just putting a pullup resistor at the end of the cable can be enough.

PCB TRACES

It’s common to put capacitors on inputs for switches to prevent stray signals from triggering the inputs accidently. So I decided to put some 8.2 μF tantalum caps I got from a surplus store on the switch inputs for a custom display. I got everything put together and powered it up to test it. It seemed to work at first. I pushed a few more buttons and it all went haywire. The buttons were supposed to work in a particular sequence to light up the display, but I could never get past the second button. I checked all the logic, the power supplies, and the sequencer ROM. Over and over again. Put the scope on everything. Lots of head scratching. I put the scope on a ground point on the circuit for some reason and pushed one of the buttons. The scope triggered on something. Ground is ground, right? I shouldn’t be seeing anything. Push the button again, same thing. I twiddle with the knobs and keep pushing the buttons, trying to see something. (Gotta get a digital storage scope someday.) Each time I push the button, I get a pulse of more than a volt between the two ground points. Turns out that 1) these were very good caps with low series resistance, and 2) I didn’t put a current limiting resistor in series with the switches. I was shorting the caps directly to ground each time I pushed a switch, and putting several AMPs of current into the ground system each time. The discharge current from shorting the caps had caused a voltage drop of a couple of volts in the ground system on the circuit board. This collapsed the power supplies and upset or reset the logic on the board each time. As soon as I put resistors between the switches and the caps to limit the current to a few milliamps, everything worked perfectly.

AVOIDING PROBLEMS

Most of these problems can be avoided by keeping your connections short and paying attention to the amount of current flowing in your circuits. Small single board computers with their own local power supplies almost never have these problems. Designers of high speed desktop computers and workstations always have to cope with these problems because of the speeds that the systems operate at, the power that is required to get the speed, and the closeness of the traces on the circuit boards.

When you have to run connections over longer distances, you need to start taking voltage drops and signal frequencies into consideration. How fast a signal goes from one level to another is a prime consideration. This is the basic limit on RS-232 connections. RS-232 data rates, even at 100 Kbits per second, aren’t the problem. The fact that RS-232 receivers are relatively high impedance inputs (3 to 7 kohms) and that RS-232 drivers can go from low to high and back at 30 volts per microsecond is the problem. With long cables, crosstalk between the conductors causes too many errors. Other serial standards such as RS-422 and RS-485 avoid problems by using low impedance terminations at the end of the lines. This (and other things) allows RS-422 to be used out to 4000 feet at 100 kbps where RS-232 is limited to less than 70 feet at 19.2 kbps.

CONTACT

You can reach me through DIBs BBS at (916) 722-5799, 1200 to 14.4 kb, 24 hours. There is a TCJ conference where you can leave messages. I’ve created a special logon that allows you to get directly to the TCJ conference and file area and skip the new user questionnaire. Call (916) 722-5799 and use the following logon:

First name? <COMPUTER>
Last name? <JOURNAL>
Password? <SUBSCRIBER>

The TCJ download area has a ProComm script for logging on. All of the Little Circuits articles are available in the TCJ file area in PM4 format. I can make them available in other formats if anyone is interested. If you also want access to other areas, log on with your own name and password.
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ZFest in Europe

As I was finishing off this issue, Jay Sage called to check on things. While discussing TCJ's status, Jay mentioned the June 18th ZFest in Germany. He indicated that many interested ZCPR users from all over Europe will be gathering to discuss Z-topics and just have fun. If you are interested contact Jay or Helmut for directions and a schedule of events.

April Fools Newsletter

I received the other day a newsletter or more accurately a small book with the title "A BIT MUCH." This was the April Fools special newsletter of The NOVA OSBORNE USERS GROUP. There meetings are on the fourth Thursday in Springfield, VA. To get your copy or copies of their newsletter, contact William E. Kost, 7007 Brocton Ct., Springfield, VA 22150.

Now this special has so many puns and humorous items, I was impressed and more. Take this "What do you call a computer scientist? It doesn't matter what you call him. He's too involved with the computer to come anyway." Take that and multiply it by 203 pages and you have an idea of what I got in the mail. So William, thanks and "how'd you do that?" Bill Kibler.
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Well here we are again talking about PLC's and control in general. Last time I explained how a PLC works in very fundamental terms. Learning how one works or is programmed in specific varies from vendor to vendor. I have seen large changes in each vendors implementation and thus if you really get involved I can only recommend you attend a factory schools.

If you want to write your own "sort of" PLC program, I have the code samples (or ideas) that I presented at our local Forth meeting. The basic idea is to create a table of BITS that represent inputs/outputs relays that form the main function of the PLC. You in essence turn these bits either "0" or "1" to represent functions to be performed. Looping through this table of BITS looking for changes and making those changes is actually all the program does.

My code sample just shows how to make that table, handle the bits, and create the run time program that would relate bits to devices. This is really just an example of how you might do it. To really do a PLC in Forth or any language requires many more lines of code and structure. The most difficult decision in the design process is handling I/O. Now updating inputs is rather easy, just copy the input data to memory locations, possibly as 8 bits at a time. Writing or updating the output is another question. Do you just blindly write the output or test and only write if different.

The reason writing becomes a problem depends on how you talk to I/O. We have a proprietary system talking to a PLC. It tells us when things change thus making updating easy. However, the PLC bit table can get changed and there is no PLC mechanism to automatically signal that output bits need updating with our proprietary ports. What has to be done is a comparison of what was last sent over the serial port and what is the bit table's current state. If they differ, the location is flagged for sending.

So what you will notice missing in my code sample is the input/output part of the program. I leave that for you to consider and experiment with. Of course you could consider buying a great already to run industrial plant control software package.

**Forth Inc.'s Express**

At our last Forth meeting, members Gary Sprung and Bob Nash (both work at Sacramento Municipal Utility District = SMUD) brought a demo version of Forth Inc.'s Express. SMUD is using this to control their Solar Cell system. Express is an object oriented shell (and more) that sits on top of their polyFORTH programming environment. (For more on polyFORTH see Charles Shattuck's mini-article in Reader-to-Reader.)

The demo that Gary gave was great and showed why they went to express. It works as a true real time multitasker. It has a very powerful demo or simulation mode that helps speed up development time. Gary couldn't say enough good things about the product. After watching the demo, it was clearly apparent that PLC ladder programs may be a thing of the past when compared to express.

How so you ask. Take controlling doors. Each door has a location, a name, a specific type of mechanism, alarms, groups and many other considerations that must be checked before opening. Using Express all these items are placed inside the "object" called "Door". Since different door opening mechanisms have different procedures for powering the opener, our object "Door" then has different functions it will perform based on that door type.

This is very powerful and easy to use once set up. When all the tables/items have been established, then adding a new door is just copying the old record with the minor changes for a new I/O address or door name. Easy!

**NEXT?**

Well that is it for this time. Keep hacking and sending those letters.

```forth
: PLC  words create a ladder logic system
HEX
CREATE IRBL 100 ALLOT
   \ set aside a text area for working data
   \ address is position within IR table
IRBL 100 ERASE
   \ this table with all zeros...
CREATE BITBL
   \ bit mask table for TESTing(AND) and SETing(OR) data
   \ 01 c, 02 c, 04 c, 08 c,
   \ 10 c, 20 c, 40 c, 80 c,
CREATE BOTBL
   \ bit mask table for RESETTING a bit by ANDing data
FE c, FD c, FB c, F7 c,
   \ EF c, DF c, BF c, 7F c,
   \ BITST ( bival tbladdr - flag )
IRBL + c@ AND 0>-
   \ GETBIT ( bival tbladdr -- bival tbladdr )
SWAP BITBL + c@ SWAP ;
   \ LD ( bival tbladdr -- flag ) GETBIT BITST ;
LDNOT ( bival tbladdr -- flag ) GETBIT BITST 0>-
   \ OUT ( flag bival tbladdr -- )
GETBIT IRBL+ \ gets AND table value and real address
   \ ROT 0>-
   \ if CSET 1 sets bit by ANDing
ELSE CRESET \ clears bit by NOT ANDing
THEN ;
LDAND ( flag bival tbladdr -- flag ) LD AND ;
LDOR ( flag bival tbladdr -- flag ) LD OR ;
```

```
\ examples:
  1 10 LD 2 10 OUT 0 = \ if bit 1 of 10 is not zero
  \ then bit 2 of 10 = 1
  1 10 LDNOT 2 10 OUT 0 if bit 1 is zero make bit 2 = 1
  2 10 LD 1 12 LDAND 3 10 OUT = make 3 = 1
  \ if both 2/10 and 1/12 = 0
  2 10 LD 3 10 LDOR 4 10 OUT = make 4/10 = 1
  \ if either 2 or 3 is = 0
```
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